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STRIKE

Home care strikers 
take to the streets 
in Birmingham
STRIKING HOME care 
workers in Birmingham 
knocked on doors in deputy 
council leader Brigid 
Jones’s ward during their 
walkout last Sunday.

Unison union member 
Helen said they “found a lot 
of support” for their dispute. 
They are fighting to defend 
their jobs and the service. 
>>Page 20

FRANCE

Yellow Vests 
defy the state 
with big protests
THE FRENCH Yellow 
Vests movement has 
met the threat of state 
repression with increased 
numbers on the street.

Far more people took 
part in demonstrations 
last Saturday than on the 
previous two Saturdays. 

Some saw new militancy, 
with marchers defying cops.
>>Page 7

HOUSING

Hundreds join 
Silent Walk for 
Grenfell victims
UP TO 500 people attended 
the first Silent Walk of 2019 
on Monday to remember 
those who died in the Grenfell 
fire and demand more action. 

Survivor Kerry, who has 
only just been permanently 
rehoused, slammed the Tories’ 
lack of support for survivors. 
>>Page 6
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lA LABOUR MP has tried 
to stop aid from Britian  

paying Palestinian teachers. 
British aid helps 24,000 
children in the West Bank. But 
Dame Louise Ellman, vice-chair 
of the Labour Friends of Israel, 
put a motion to parliament to 
to stop the cash “poisoning” 
young Palestinian minds.

   Tory MP declares interest in  
 Africa some 11 months late
TORY MP Sir Henry Bellingham, 
a former Africa minister, is paid 
£30,000 a year to chair Clifton 
Africa.

The code of conduct for MPs says 
members must register financial inter-
ests “within four weeks”. Bellingham 
took eleven months.

In the intervening period he secured 
private meetings for colleagues with 
senior British diplomats in Ghana and 
Ivory Coast as they pursued government 
contracts and explored goldmining in 
the region.

Bellingham is one of the highest 
earning MPs with an annual income 
of £192,000. Knighted under David 
Cameron for political services, he has 
roles in sectors as diverse as mining, 
banking and fishing.

The only project on Clifton Africa’s 
website to date has been a plan to 
build affordable homes in Ivory Coast. 
The deal collapsed months ago and no 
homes have been built. 

As  that  contrac t  co l lapsed , 
Bellingham wrote emails to the heads 

of the British high commission in Ghana 
and the British embassy in Ivory Coast,  
requesting an audience for his col-
leagues with diplomats. 

Clifton Africa now has a £110 million 
deal to build homes for the Ghanaian 
state and a £50 million contract to build 
barracks for the Ivorian army.

The team at Clifton Africa includes 
Roger Passfield who was jailed for four 
years in 2001 for creating a “phoney” 
investment firm and swindling clients 

out of £600,000. Bellingham is trade 
envoy to Libya, but has yet to visit the 
country. 

He has promoted trade elsewhere in 
Africa, however. 

Last summer he brokered a meeting 
between Kim Richardson, chief execu-
tive of Clifton Africa, and officials at 
the British high commission in Accra, 
the capital of Ghana, including Peter 
Courtney, its head of trade.

Richardson, a hunt master and polo 
player based in West Sussex, said noth-
ing came of it. 

It is not the first time Bellingham’s 
business dealings have attracted 
interest. 

In 2014 it emerged that he was 
earning up to £1,300 an hour from 
Pathfinder Minerals, a mining com-
pany on whose behalf he had lobbied 
as Africa minister.

He runs the parliamentary group on 
the British Virgin Islands, a tax haven 
he has described as a “model to other 
countries” and a “shining example of 
transparency”.

lALREADY LOOKING for something to 
give Valentine’s Day an extra touch of 

romance? Then imagine a romantic dinner 
for two lit by a Boris Johnson Brexit candle.  
    These fine precious items are available for 
a mere £17.60.  
    There is absolutely no truth in 
the suggestion that the candles 
splutter offensively and loudly for 
a while before fizzling out.

 £3million to do up 
the royals’ new pad
ROYAL scroungers 
Duke and Duchess of 
Sussex’s new home in 
Windsor will cost up to 
£3 million to renovate.

The total bill for 
Frogmore Cottage will be 
even higher than the £1.5 
million that the Duke and 
Duchess of Cambridge are 
believed to have spent on 
renovating Anmer Hall, 
their home in Norfolk.

The conversion work 
will be funded by us.

While waiting for the 
decorators to finish,  
Duchess Meghan Markle 
has been spending 
time “helping women 
get back to work”.

Markle, estimated to be 
worth at least £5 million, 
is giving out clothes and 

fashion advice to women 
using the Smart Works 
charity. It was a break 
from the series of fancy 
dinners she usually spends 
her time attending.

But a royal insider 
said Markle is finding 
life “incredibly stressful” 
as she “has so much 
on her plate”.

More patients on trolleys 
and more managers 
NEARLY 560,000 more 
patients languished 
on hospital trolleys 
waiting for beds last 
year than when the 
Tories came to office.

That’s a 667 percent 
rise since 2010.

Some 641,963 
patients had to wait in 
A&E for a bed for over 
four hours in 2018. 

In 2010 that figure 
was just 83,743.

The number waiting 
over four hours in A&E to 
be admitted, transferred 
or discharged last year 
hit nearly three million—
up 510 percent  
since 2010.

There has also been 
a 33 percent jump in 

admissions through 
A&E as patients found 
it increasingly difficult 
to see their GPs.

lTHE number 
of managers in 

the NHS has risen 
by 15 percent since 
Tory health reforms, 
apparently designed 
to cut bureaucracy, 
were introduced 
seven years ago.

Burn Boris

‘‘THE THINGS 
THEY SAY
‘She undoubtedly 
has a stronger 
jawline than 
jowly old David 
Dimbleby’
Daily Mail columnist  
Quentin Letts on why Fiona 
Bruce is a good choice to host 
the BBC’s Question Time

‘That is the wish 
of the whole 
world’
Japan’s prime minister  
Shinzo Abe on avoiding a  
no-deal Brexit

‘Their official 
Brexit position is 
bollocks’
Tory environment secretary 
Michael Gove on Labour

‘A matter of taste’
Commons speaker  
John Bercow says Gove wasn’t 
being disorderly

‘We need to 
demonstrate that 
there is more 
to Westminster 
politics than just 
pantomime’
Tory MP Andrea Leadsom

‘If this is the 
government 
being in control, 
what does out  
of control look 
like?’ 
Broadcaster Fiona Bruce 
challenges Tory deputy 
chairman James Cleverly on 
how things are going

ALL RISE
£2.5M
Passengers made three 
million rail compensation 
claims last year 
—resulting in payouts of  
£2.5 million—a rise of  
16 percent
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The NHS is in crisis 

Frogmore Cottage

SIR HENRY Bellingham and Theresa May 

Serco asylum 
housing fail  
MORE THAN 70 percent 
of inspections on 
properties housing asylum 
seekers in Glasgow found 
conditions to be non-
compliant with basic 
Home Office standards.

Just 28 percent of 
accommodation assessed 
last year passed. Between 
December 2017 and 
November 2018 there 
were a total of 426 
inspections carried out 
by the Home Office 
on asylum seeker 
accommodation. 

Only 118 passed what 
is a fairly low bar to meet 
the regulations.

This accommodation 
is provided as part of 
a Home Office current 
contract with Serco, which 
last year housed almost 
4,000 people across 
Glasgow. 

In total, 308 of 
examinations uncovered 
defects with more than  
20 percent requiring 
action within 24 hours.

Schools mired 
in more debt
OVER 30 percent of 
secondary schools were 
in deficit last year. The 
figure hit 30.3 percent—
compared to 8.1 percent 
in 2014.

The Education Policy 
Institute (EPI) said 
the average debt is 
£483,569. One in ten 
schools have deficits 
that add up to over  
10 percent of their 
income.

EPI figures also 
showed that some  
8 percent of primary 
schools are in deficit. 

The EPI said that  
80 percent of school 
deficits could be 
eliminated if councils 
redistributed reserves.



 Hillsborough  
 trials begin  
 in Preston
THE TRIALS of two men 
charged in relation to the 
1989 Hillsborough football 
disaster began this week. 
Some 96 Liverpool fans died 
as a result of the disaster, 
following a crush at Sheffield 
Wednesday’s football ground.

David Duckenfield was 
South Yorkshire Police’s 
match commander on the 
day and Graham Mackrell 
was secretary of Sheffield 
Wednesday football club.

A jury was sworn in at 
Preston crown court on 
Tuesday. 

Potential jurors had to 

answer a series of questions 
to determine if they can 
deliver an independent and 
impartial verdicts.

Judge Sir Peter Openshaw 
warned that the trial “might 
last three or even four 
months”.

Duckenfield faces 95 
charges of gross negligence 
manslaughter. Mackrell has 
been charged on two counts 
of breaching his duties under 
safety legislation.

Both deny the charges.
Three other men have 

been charged with criminal 
offences relating to the 
disaster and are due to stand 
trial in September.

 Students organise to kick  
 the racists off campuses
by NICK CLARK

STUDENTS AND lecturers at 
three universities are organising 
to drive racism and bigotry off 
their campuses.

As far right groups use the defence 
of “free speech” to organise, students 
in Oxford, Cambridge and Newcastle 
are fighting to stop bigotry gaining 
legitimacy.

Academics and students at Oxford 
university hit out last week against 
a professor who once wrote that 
being gay is “never a valid, humanly 
 acceptable choice and form of life”.

More than 400 people signed a 
petition calling for John Finnis to be 
sacked for articles and essays that 
describe same sex relationships as 
“morally corrupt”.

He has also written about migra-
tion in language similar to Enoch 
Powell’s infamous “Rivers of Blood” 
speech.

In 2009 Finnis wrote that European 
countries faced “demographic and 
cultural decay”, “ethnic and religious 
inter-communal miseries of hatred, 
bloodshed and political paralysis” 
and “a kind of reverse-colonisation”.

He said they face “their own 
replacement as a people by other 
peoples, more or less regardless 
of the incomer’s compatibility of 
 psychology, culture, political ideas 
and ambitions.”

Furore
The campaign at Oxford comes amid 
a furore at Cambridge university over 
the appointment of an academic who 
promotes racist ideas.

Noah Carl’s work is based on dis-
credited fake science on “genetic 
intelligence” and bolsters racist 
arguments. He was appointed as a 
research fellow at Cambridge’s St 
Edmund’s College.

Some 700 academics from 
 universities around the world 

signed a statement in protest at his 
 appointment last year.

Right wing writers and activists—
such as the Spectator magazine’s 
Toby Young—defended Carl on the 
basis of academic free speech.

But campaigners pointed out that 

Carl’s writings published in fake aca-
demic journals are used by the far 
right to justify their racism. 

Cambridge student Oisin Challen 
Flynn said Carl’s position at the uni-
versity risked giving his views the 
appearance of legitimacy.

“Defending freedom of speech and 
defending the rights of black and 
ethnic minority students means not 
giving people like that an academic 
platform,” Oisin said.

“Noah Carl has links to the far right. 
This is like giving him the Cambridge 
university seal of approval.”

Far right groups have recently 
tried to organise on university cam-
puses, often over the issue of free 
speech.

Bigoted
Defending the “right” of students to 
wear offensive T-shirts or of academ-
ics to be “controversial” is a cover for 
making bigoted ideas acceptable.

That’s why students such as the 
Stand Up To Racism (SUTR) group 
at Newcastle university campaign to 
make sure racism stays unacceptable.

Activists demanded action after 
students were caught wearing 
T-shirts mocking Auschwitz vic-
tims on a night out organised by the 
Mechanical Engineering Society.

But the Newcastle Chronicle 
reported that no action had been 
taken against the students.

Newcastle student union racial 
equalities officer Chris Wilkinson 
said, “With the help of groups such 
as Stand Up To Racism we can spread 
an awareness that challenges the cul-
tures that bring about this kind of 
behaviour, and stop this kind of thing 
before it ever happens.”

And Raj Kumar Murria from 
Newcastle SUTR said, “We must live 
the words of ‘Never Again’ by actively 
opposing racism at every level from 
campus, to workplaces, the streets 
and from the top of society in  
government and the establishment.”
Decolonising education—confronting 
racism on campus. Conference  
organised by Student Stand Up 
To Racism. Saturday 16 February, 
10.30am, central London.  
Go to Decolonising education:  
confronting racism on campus  
conference on Facebook

ANTI-RACISTS ARE the majority  Picture: Guy Smallman

Racist Kent landlord to evict hundreds 
NOTORIOUS RACIST landlord 
Fergus Wilson is throwing 
hundreds of people onto the street.

Wilson wants to sell his portfolio 
of some 300 properties by the end 
of 2019 after his wife was fined.

Judith Wilson was ordered to 
pay £25,000 in fines and legal costs 
after she failed to supply hot water 
to a disabled tenant. 

The couple threatened to crash 
the Ashford property market in 
response.

Tenants will have just two 
months to move out of his 
properties.

“I do feel sad for people who 
are going to be homeless, it will 
be hardest for parents with young 
children, because most landlords 

won’t accept them,” said Wilson.
Some 90 Section 21 notices—

which give tenants just two months 
to move out—will be issued this 
week to people living in Wilson’s 
properties.

Wilson previously tried to 
refuse to house to what he called 
“coloured” people because he does 
not like the smell of curry. 

And he has previously kicked out 
four new mothers. 

He said this was over council 
rules which stipulated boilers in 
homes with babies must be fixed 
“immediately”. 

“What if you can’t get a 
plumber? We cannot guarantee 
the service at the speed the local 
authority demands,” he said.

IN THIS WEEK

 1979
Iranian Revolution 
forces out Shah
THE SHAH of Iran fled 
the country on  
16 January 1979.

A revolution that saw 
mass protests, strikes 
and workers’ councils 
forced him out.

The revolt showed the 
power of workers in the 
Middle East.

BOOKMARKS 
the  socialist bookshop
Fighting Fascism 
and the Far 
Right Today

1 Bloomsbury Street,  
London WC1B 3QE 

 020 7637 1848 
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

£3

Fergus Wilson

David Duckenfield
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Brexit crisis 
should be 
shaped by  
action on 
the streets
by CHARLIE KIMBER

THE TORIES are in crisis and 
they have no easy way out.

There ought to be a general elec-
tion and the fall of not just Theresa 
May but the whole Tory regime and 
its rotten policies of austerity and 
racism.

Socialist Worker went to press 
before Tuesday’s votes on the Brexit 
deal. But all the signs were that May 
would lose.

Finding an acceptable way for 
Britain to leave the European Union 
(EU) has dominated British official 
politics for more than two years. 

It has been the central task of May 
and her cabinet.

If she fails she ought to go imme-
diately and voters, not Tory mem-
bers and MPs, be allowed to decide 
what government they want.

In an effort to bolster May, EU 
leaders sent what was supposed to 
be a “reassuring” letter on Monday, 
signed by European Commission 
president Jean-Claude Juncker and 
EU Council chief Donald Tusk.

It repeated previous hopes that 
the plan to keep Britain tied to EU 
customs rules would be temporary 
and only until a British-EU free trade 
deal is concluded. 

But it did not move many votes.
Time is now short for MPs to 

settle on an alternative ahead of 
Britain’s scheduled 29 March depar-
ture from the EU.

MPs were set to consider further 
options this week. 

They range from a no-deal Brexit 
to a divisive, anti-democratic second 
referendum offering the very limited 
choices of May’s deal or staying in 
the EU.

Massive
It is crucial that working class people 
and their organisations seek to 
shape the outcome of this massive 
political crisis. 

But neither Labour nor the 
unions have actively pushed for 
mobilisations on the streets and in 
workplaces.

Instead, as the march last 
Saturday showed (see right), Labour 

and the unions have shied away 
from any call to act. 

When they do act, they seem to 
believe that workers can be turned 
off and on like a tap—demobilised 
one day, then called onto the streets 
at 24 hours’ notice.

Meanwhile pressing issues from 
the state of the NHS to Universal 
Credit are ignored. 

Jaguar Land Rover, Britain’s big-
gest car maker, said last week that 
4,500 jobs will be lost in Britain.

The redundancies represent 
around a tenth of its 44,000-strong 
British workforce. 

Cut
A day later Ford said it was  planning 
to cut more than 1,000 jobs in 
Britain over two years. 

More than half the workforce at 
its plant in Bridgend, South Wales 
is likely to be axed.

The long-term future of the 
Bridgend engine plant must be in 
doubt.

The argument about Brexit has 
been confined almost completely 
to different versions of big business’ 
arguments.

Instead there has to be a fight 
for an anti-austerity and anti-rac-
ist Brexit tied to a war on poverty, 
 bigotry and climate change.

WE NEED much bigger demonstrations—and strikes Pictures: Guy smallman

Thousands of people join protest 
to demand a general election now
AROUND 5,000 people marched 
through central London on 
Saturday demanding a general 
election and an end to the Tory 
government and austerity.

The demonstration was called 
by the People’s Assembly Against 
Austerity.

Sandra came as part of the 
Save St Helier Hospital campaign 
in south east London. “All the 
major parties have let us down,” 
she told Socialist Worker.

“But under this government 
we’ve got a headlong run 
towards the privatisation of the 
NHS.”

And Harry came with a group 
of people from his workplace at 
Southwark council. He said, “I 
see the effects of austerity every 
day. Universal Credit has become 
a disaster. A lot of people are 
suffering in silence,” he said.

“It’s no good just sitting at 
home.”

Many people wore high 
visibility jackets, inspired by the 
Yellow Vests movement in France.

A small group of Nazis and 
racists tried to march into 

Trafalgar Square at the end of 
the rally, but didn’t get far. 

Weyman Bennett from Stand 
Up To Racism spoke at the final 
rally. He slammed Tory attempts 
to scapegoat refugees as a way 
of trying to escape their crisis. 
“They want to set neighbour 
against neighbour,” he said. 
“We’ve got to say clearly, if you’re 
a refugee you’re welcome here.”

It was a good sign that shadow 
chancellor John McDonnell and 
shadow minister for labour Laura 
Pidcock called for more action 
against the Tories.

“It’s so important that we 
oppose this destructive Tory 

government not just online and in 
parliament but loudly and visibly 
on the streets,” said Pidcock.

But McDonnell also said the 
answer was waiting for Labour 
to bring down the Tories in 
parliament “when the time is 
right.” Yet waiting for Labour 
to move against the Tories in 
parliament risks allowing the 
government to stagger on. 

The demonstration was 
smaller than many previous 
marches against the Tories. Liz, 
an NHS admin worker from 
Nottinghamshire, asked, “Where 
are the unions? Where is my 
union Unison and its leader?

“We should bring this country 
to a standstill.”

The Labour Party has 550,000 
members. Momentum has 50,000 
members.

They say they want a general 
election, as do most of the trade 
unions. These unions have at 
least six million members.

Mobilising more of these 
people on the streets could 
create the conditions to sweep 
the Tories away.

Our fight is still going to 
keep Otis here in Britain
ONE OF the highlights 
of last Saturday’s 
People’s Assembly 
demonstration was to 
hear our friend Otis 
Bolamu address the 
rally.

He thanked all 
those who had 
campaigned against 
his deportation, and 
urged continuing 
action to support 
others facing a similar 
fate.

He also called for 
Theresa May to go.

After three weeks 
in detention Otis, an 
asylum seeker from 
Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC), has 
been released and is 
back in Swansea.

Just before 
Christmas Otis was 
seized from his bed and 
taken to Brook House 
detention centre at 
Gatwick. He was told 
he would be deported 
on Christmas Day. 

He faced being 
forcibly sent back to 
DRC, where his life 
would be at risk.

Swansea Stand Up 
To Racism organised 
an immediate protest 
and continuing 
campaign.

It won widespread 
support from 

ordinary people, 
trade unionists, MPs 
and Welsh Assembly 
Members.

We were relieved 
when Otis was told on 
Christmas Eve that he 
would not be deported 
the next day. 

But that didn’t 
mean that Otis was 
released. He spent 
another 18 days in 
detention.

We kept up the 
campaign, keeping 
his story in the public 
eye and getting more 
public and political 
support. Otis’ case was 

raised in the Welsh 
Assembly and gained 
support from our local 
council. 

People from all over 
the country signed a 
petition and sent him 
messages of support.

We are so pleased 
that Otis has now 
been released from 
detention. 

But we know 
that we will need to 
continue to campaign 
until he gets his leave 
to remain and can 
settle safely here in 
Swansea.
Alice Greenlees

Otis Bolamu

Fear over schools’ race data 
THE government has 
removed parents’ 
right to retract 
information on their 
children’s nationality 
and country of birth 
submitted to the 
schools census. 

This comes amid 
the threat of new 
anti-migrant laws and 
as Brexit throws the 
immigration status of 
three million European 
residents into doubt.

Officials from 
the Department for 

Education (DfE) 
collected the data 
on six million 
schoolchildren, before 
it was halted last June 
in the face of outrage 
and opposition. 

Campaigners said it 
was an attempt to turn 
schools into internal 
border checkpoints.

Confusion over the 
policy had already 
led some schools to 
instruct only pupils 
who were not “white 
British” to bring in 

identity documents, 
spreading alarm that 
it was encouraging 
racism and a culture 
of institutional 
hostility to migrants.

Now ministers 
have confirmed that 
they will continue to 
store the data already 
collected. 

And parents can no 
longer ask schools to 
enter “refused,” which 
instructs the DfE to 
delete their children’s 
data.

Solidarity after picket fracas
AROUND 200 people 
joined the RMT rail 
union picket lines 
in Manchester on 
Saturday, a week after 
pickets were harassed 
by far right supporters.

The solidarity event 
in response, organised 
by Stand Up To 
Racism Manchester, 
involved delegations 
from Momentum and 
trade unions.
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More online
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for fresh news, comment and 
analysis on events as they 
unfold
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US SCHOOL STRIKES BEST 
WAY TO FIGHT TRUMP

 T
HE ARROGANT, racist 
bigot US president 
Donald Trump can seem 
immune to opposition. 

But workers are 
showing how best to fight back 
against Trump’s rule for the rich. 

In Los Angeles, California, some 
30,000 teachers struck this week 
over workloads, class sizes, low 
numbers of support workers and 
relentless testing of students. 

Over 600,000 students have 
been affected by the strike in the 
second-largest school district in 
the US. 

It follows over a year of 
growing struggle by US teachers, 
who have given a glimpse of what 
striking workers can achieve. 

And in the Mexican border 
town of Matamoros this week at 
least 70,000 people walked out 
to demand a 20 percent wage 
increase, a bonus and a 40-hour 
working week. 

The Mexican side of the  
US-Mexico border is home 
to some 3,000 “maquiladora” 
factories that employ one million 
workers in sweatshop conditions 
and pay them poverty wages. 

In Matamoros workers have 
defied threats from corrupt 
union leaders to fire them if they 

did not return to work.  Their 
struggle follows an announcement 
from the recently-elected left 
wing, Andres Manuel Lopez 
Obrador of a new free economic 
zone along the US-Mexico border. 

This would plunge more 
Mexican workers into the same 
conditions people are rebelling 
against in Matamoros.

A common feature of the 
teachers’ strikes in the US last 
year was the rejection of servile 
union leaders and their dodgy 
deals with bosses.

Those were largely in 
Republican states.  The Los 
Angeles strike is in a Democratic 
state. Democrats haven’t saved 
the education system from 

privatisation though. Private 
charter schools are being set up 
by Democrats across the US. 

Meanwhile, protests and 
resistance have continued in 
the US and Mexico in response 
to Trump’s attempts to force 
Democrat politicians to grant him 
£5 billion funding for the wall. 

While protests and strikes have 
raged and the federal government 
shutdown has ground on, Trump 
was holed up in the White House 
entertaining the college football 
league champions from Clemson 
University. 

Yet because of the shutdown 
there were not enough workers 
to produce the food. So Trump 
served the elite athletes a 
selection of “McDonald’s, Wendy’s 
and Burger Kings with some 
pizza” by candlelight in one of 
the more bizarre moments of his 
presidency yet.

The latest strikes are a vivid 
example of the power workers 
have. If they grow further they 
can form the basis of a movement 
to get rid of the tyrant Trump, 
his grotesque regime and its 
international backers. 

They can also go further, and 
bring the whole system crashing 
down.

CARILLION AND CAPITAL
 CARILLION, A former 

giant firm in construction, 
outsourcing and 

privatisation, went bust one year 
ago. It was one of the go-to firms 
to get rid of public services, first 
with New Labour and now with 
the Tories. 

The Carillion group received 
more than £1 billion of public 
money in government contracts 
each year.

It oversaw hospitals, schools 
and prisons, and had part of the 
contract to build HS2. Despite 

the scale of Carillion’s collapse, no 
action has yet been taken against 
any of Carillion’s top bosses.

This is despite longstanding 
investigations by the regulator 
into accountants and auditors.

The government’s pension 
regulator has also failed to deliver 
any recommendations from its 
investigation into the £800 million 
shortfall in the firm’s pension. 
The shortfall leaves thousands of 
former employees out of pocket. 

The lifetime value of 
outsourcing contracts awarded in 

2017-18 “rocketed” by 53 percent 
from £62 billion to £95 billion in 
the past year, according to the 
GMB union. 

Notably nearly £2 billion in 
contracts has been awarded 
to Capita and Interserve last 
year, despite both issuing profit 
warnings.

This is the reality of capitalism, 
a system based on maximising 
profits. If it’s a chance for the 
Tories to hand money to the 
bosses then there are no lessons 
to be learnt at all.

Growing struggle 
by teachers 
shows what 
striking workers 
can achieve

‘‘ 
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 Struggle can break  
 paralysis on Brexit
A THIN ray of light shone through the Brexit tangle last 
week. Two government defeats in the House of Commons 
marked the moment when Theresa May definitively lost 
control of the parliamentary process governing Britain’s 
departure from the European Union (EU).

This was always likely to happen given that the Tories 
have no majority and that most MPs voted to remain in the 
EU in the June 2016 referendum. Now it has. 

But May was still counting on two things to get her 
withdrawal treaty through the House of Commons.

The first is Project Fear on stilts. It’s aimed at two 
audiences. The first consists of Remainers and moderate 
Brexiteers whom the government is seeking to terrify with 
stories that the sky will fall in if Britain leaves the EU on 
29 March without a deal with Brussels. 

The second are the hard Brexiteers whom the government 
is now warning that, if they don’t back May’s deal, Britain 
won’t leave the EU.

So the Sunday Times had a story, plainly planted by 
ministers, that a group of pro-Remain MPs are plotting 
what one calls “a very British coup” to seize control of 
the parliamentary agenda and suspend Britain’s notice to 
leave the EU under article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. These 
government tactics are so transparent that they were 
unlikely to stop a big defeat for May.

Secondly, May hopes that the EU will agree to tweak 
the withdrawal treaty. This would be intended to reassure 
Tory backbenchers and the Loyalist Democratic Unionist 
Party (DUP) that the backstop designed to keep the border 
between the north and south of Ireland open won’t keep 
Britain permanently tied to the EU. 

European Commission president Jean Claude Juncker 
says he’s in “continuous contact” with Downing St to prevent 
a “catastrophic” no deal Brexit. But Brussels is unlikely to 
concede enough to get the DUP onside.

The biggest problem with all this is that most of us are 
simply spectators in these increasingly frenzied manoeuvres 
centred on a fragmented and disoriented political elite in 
Westminster. One escape from the resulting passivity would 
be to hold a second referendum. 

Reversing
This is being pressed increasingly on Jeremy Corbyn by the 
Labour right wing and the pro-Remain wing of the media—
the Guardian, Channel Four News, etc. This so-called 
“People’s Vote” would, of course, be less about the deal than 
about reversing the result of the 2016 referendum. 

If it happened, it would belong to a long-standing 
pattern where Brussels insists that member states restage 
referendums until they get the right result. But I doubt if this 
option will muster a majority of MPs. Many Remainers fear 
the divisive effects of overruling the 2016 vote.

So how to break out of the deadlock? Corbyn offered 
a way forward in his speech in Wakefield last week. He 
insisted on the class antagonism polarising British society. 

“The truth is, the real divide in our country is not between 
those who voted to Remain in the EU and those who voted to 
Leave,” he said. “It is between the many—who do the work, 
who create the wealth and pay their taxes, and the few—
who set the rules, who reap the rewards and so often dodge 
taxes.”

And Corbyn called for working class unity. He compared 
Remain voters in Tottenham and Leave voters in Mansfield, 
and the common problems of low pay, debt, and insecurity 
that they face—“You’re up against it. But you’re not against 
each other.”

Corbyn’s demand for a general election that could return 
a “radical Labour government” offering an alternative to 
austerity for working class Leavers and Remainers alike 
makes sense. The problem is that neither the Labour Party 
nor the trade union leaders are campaigning in support of 
this call.

Thus the People’s Assembly march last Saturday 
could only muster about 5,000 people. It was a perfectly 
respectable mobilisation of the radical left in southern 
England but with very limited involvement from the unions 
and Labour. If Corbyn launched a campaign of mass rallies 
demanding an election, this could help wrest our future 
away from the Westminster plotters.

PROTESTERS JOINED the Grenfell Silent Walk in London on Monday   Pictures: Guy smallman

 March for Grenfell as safety  
 work on blocks slows down
by ALISTAIR FARROW

S U RV I VO R S  O F  t h e 
Grenfell Tower fire and 
their supporters took part 
in the first monthly Silent 
Walk of 2019 on Monday 
evening. 

At least 72 people died in 
the fire in June 2017. Up to 
500 people attended the walk 
to remember those who died 
and to demand more action. 

Moyra Samuels from the 
Justice 4 Grenfell campaign 
said, “It’s been 19 months 
since the fire and still the 
community is asking what 
does justice look like, because 
there is little evidence of it at 
the moment.

“We want to see recom-
mendations come out of the 
first stage of the inquiry. 
People here need some com-
mitment there’s going to be 
a change.”

People marched against 
the indifference fostered by 
the Tories and the main-
stream media. 

Kerry escaped from the 
sixth floor of the tower on the 
night of the fire. She slammed 
the Tories for making people 
wait so long to be rehoused 
(see right).

Over 270 privately-owned 
blocks have been found to 
have Grenfell-style clad-
ding on them. Of these, just  
29 have had work to remove 
cladding completed.

Central government and 
bosses should pay for the work 

to be carried out. The law 
allowed Grenfell-type clad-
ding to be applied to build-
ings, and there is evidence 
that the government was 
aware that it was flammable.

Despite this, Tory minister 
Nick Bourne said last week, 
“The ultimate responsibility 
for ensuring that the cladding 
comes off those [blocks] rests 
with local authorities.” 

It ’s proof, if it were 
needed, that the Tories are 
firmly on the side of land-
lords,  building owners and 
bosses. Social housing blocks 
with Grenfell-type cladding 

on them are being treated 
more quickly. But the pace is 
still too slow. 

Over 18 months after the 
fire, just 37 of 159 blocks have 
had work completed. 

Over 40 blocks have yet to 
see work to remove cladding 
begin. 

In total, 437 residential 
blocks and public buildings 
over 18 metres in height 
have been found to have 
Grenfell-type cladding. 

Just 67 of these have had 
work to remove the cladding 
completed. 

And analysis by the Inside 
Housing magazine shows 
that the pace of work has 
slowed down. 

Housing campaigner Glyn 
Robbins argued for more 
national trade unions and 
individual branches to back 
the monthly silent walks and 
turn out delegations. 

“The responsibility for 
keeping Grenfell in the public 
eye is ours—the labour move-
ment,” he said. “Trade unions 
especially have not done 
enough.

“Every time I’ve been to this 
march trade union banners 
have been noticeable by their 
absence, with some notable 
exceptions. 

“The call needs to go out 
from trade union leaders to 
their members.”

Got a story?
Email ideas to reports@
socialistworker.co.uk

Survivor speaks out
KERRY WAS on Monday’s 
Silent Walk. She escaped 
from the sixth floor 
of Grenfell Tower on 
the night of the fire.

She has only just been 
permanently rehoused. 

“It’s not on. People 
should not have to wait 
after what we’ve been 
through,” she said. 

“People ask 
me when I’ll stop 
coming to the Silent 
Walks and I tell 
them I don’t know 
because it’s about 
remembering the 
people who died. I 
don’t want to forget.

“I’m trying to get 

on with my life. I go to 
counselling once a week. 

“It’s not just the 
physical impact of 
what happened, it’s the 
emotional side too. 

“I lost a lot of friends 
in the fire. You form these 
connections when you live 
somewhere for 18 years. 

“On the night 
I wanted to go 
up to the next 
floor and get my 
friend Debbie out, 
but I couldn’t.

“It still feels 
like a dream. It 
doesn’t feel real 
what happened 
to us.”

Grenfell Tower
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Yellow Vests  
defy state
and stay on 
the streets
Repression is failing to stem the 
movement in France—and the 
protests are once again growing 
bigger, writes Charlie Kimber
THE FRENCH Yel low Vests 
movement has met the threat of 
state repression with increased 
 numbers on the street.

President Macron was set to 
begin a “national debate” this week 
that he hoped would blunt the 
revolt against him. But far more 
people took part in demonstrations 
last Saturday than on the previous 
two Saturdays.

The interior ministry estimated 
there were 32,000 Yellow Vests on 
29 December, 50,000 on 5 January 
and 84,000 last Saturday.

Rail worker Yves from Paris told 
Socialist Worker, “I have been part 
of the Yellow Vests from the start. 
I worried that Christmas and New 
Year would stifle the mood, but it’s 
back and it’s strong.

“We should use Macron’s debates 
to protest against him, and to make 
the movement so big he has to go.” 

Many observers think the real 
figure for “Acte IX”, the ninth suc-
cessive week of protests, was over 
100,000. There were major mobili-
sations in Marseille, Paris, Toulouse, 
Nimes, Lille, Rouen, Strasbourg, 
Montpellier, Le Mans, St Etienne, 
Lyon and Nantes.

Some protests saw new militancy. 
A demonstration in Bourges of 15,000 
defied the police and penetrated the 
city centre for the first time.

Anger
Many marchers said they had been 
pushed to return to the streets, or 
come out for the first time, because 
of threats from Macron on the right 
to demonstrate. Others described 
their anger at the state pursuit of 
Christophe Dettinger.

Det t inger  i s  the  fo rmer 
 professional boxer who fought back 
against police when they assaulted 
protesters. He faces serious charges, 
and a fundraising campaign for his 
legal costs was shut down after 
 outrage from government ministers.

Macron also compounded the 
sense he is utterly arrogant when 
he said last week, “Too many of our 

citizens think they can get something 
without making the necessary effort.”

His obnoxious comment came as 
figures were released showing that 
French shareholders—overwhelm-
ingly the rich—received some  
£51 billion in dividends last year.

No wonder a recent opinion 
poll found 77 percent of respond-
ents thought politicians inspired 
 “distrust”, “disgust” or “boredom”.

The trade union bureaucracies 
are still remote from the move-
ment. But rank and file workers are 
 beginning to take on a greater role.

In Paris orange-jacketed rail 
workers joined the march last 
Saturday. In La Souterraine, north 
of Limoges, trade union activists 
and Yellow Vests protested together 
last week at a Leader Price store 
facing closure (pictured).

A new group, the Red Pens—
teachers campaigning against  
government attacks on education 
and for better pay—has not offi-
cially called for joining the Yellow 
Vests. 

But in Paris and Lille some of its 
members joined marches.

Feeling the pressure, leaders of 
the CGT, the main union federa-
tion, refused to meet Macron for 
talks last week. But Laurent Berger 
from the CFDT did meet Marcon—
and he disgracefully denounced the 
Yellow Vests as threatening to bring 
totalitarianism.

Even larger protests are expected 
this Saturday.

BACK STORY
The Yellow Vests have mobilised 
tens of thousands
lThe state estimated 84,000 
protested last weekend, 50,000 
on 5 January and 32,000 on  
29 December
lThese are likely to 
underestimates
lThis weekend’s mobilisations 
are set to be even larger still 

Strikes and protests in India pressure 
Modi’s BJP before the general election 
UP TO 200 million workers in 
India joined a two-day general 
strike last week.

City centres across the 
country were unusually quiet 
on Wednesday and Thursday as 
rickshaws and buses remained 
in depots. 

Large and militant pickets at 
the main rail stations ensured 
that few trains ran either.

Despite bosses and politicians’ 
pleading, sectors such as 
telecoms, health, education, coal, 
steel, and banking were also hit 
hard as ten union federations 
joined together.

Activists had spread their 
appeal for workers’ rights, decent 
social security and pensions to 
the countryside. Thousands of 
farm labourers joined strikes and 
protests throughout rural India.

Farmers are increasingly 
angry with India’s far right BJP 

government, led by Narendra 
Modi. Since Modi slashed the 
amount of cash in circulation—in 
a bid to combat corruption—crop 
prices have halved. 

Meanwhile, public spending 
cuts mean that what services did 
exist are vanishing.

The BJP likes to talk about big 
infrastructure projects that the 
government plans, and about 

India’s increasing status as a 
world power. Yet it ignores the 
utter poverty of those forced 
to rely on meagre pensions 
or benefits when they can no 
longer work.

Young people in particular are 
disillusioned with Modi and his 
government looks increasingly 
stricken. State elections at the 
end of last year saw the BJP and 
its allies routed in central Indian 
states. 

And things are not looking 
good for national elections that 
must be held this May.

The BJP is desperate to whip 
up prejudice against Muslims 
and religious minorities, as well 
as fanning the flames of caste 
oppression.

But last week’s strikes, and 
the huge women’s movement on 
the streets, mean prospects for 
the far right seem weak.

Bangladesh garment workers strike for pay
TENS OF thousands of garment 
workers in Bangladesh who make 
clothes for multinational firms 
began a second week of strikes 
on Monday.

Police used water cannons and 
tear gas last Sunday against large 
crowds of striking factory workers 
near the capital, Dhaka.

One worker was killed on 
Tuesday of last week when police 
fired rubber bullets and tear gas 
at 5,000 protesting workers.

Minimum wages for the lowest 
paid garment workers rose by a 
little over 50 percent this month, 
but only to 8,000 taka (£74) 
a month. Slightly better paid 

workers said the rise was far too 
small as prices rise fast.

Bangladesh’s 4,500 textile and 
clothing factories provides 80 
percent of Bangladesh’s exports. 

They are shipped to the global 
supply chains of firms such as 
Primark, H&M, Aldi, Walmart and 
Tesco.

YELLOW VESTS have continued 
their protests despite a state 
crackdown. Some have linked up 
with trade unionists to widen the 
struggle outward into society (see 
left)

Narendra Modi
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 Teachers’  
 strike puts  
 pressure on  
 Greek state
A confidence vote in the Greek 
government shows the scale of 
Syriza’s crisis, says Nick Clark

TEACHERS IN Greece struck, 
protested and battled riot cops 
outside parliament last week. 
Inside parliament prime minister 
Alexis Tsipras tried to head off a 
political crisis.

Greek teachers are fighting an 
attack that could see thousands 
sacked through an attempt to 
change the ways they are hired.

They held a one-day strike on 
Friday of last week. 

A group of teachers stormed the 
news studios of the ERT channel—
the equivalent of the BBC—last 
Saturday. After occupying a studio 
they were allowed to read their 
demands live on television.

The teachers’ strike is the latest 
battle the Greek government—led 
by the once-radical left wing party 
Syriza—faces over its decision to 
implement austerity.

Syriza was elected in 2015 on 
a promise to end austerity. But 
it surrendered after the “Troika” 
of the European Union (EU), the 
European Central Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund 
threatened to sabotage Greece’s 
economy.

Syriza then agreed to implement 
austerity in return for a “bailout” 
loan designed to ensure Greece 
could continue paying its debts to 
the Troika. The Troika still demands 
harsh spending limits until 2060 
when the loan is repaid in full.

Demands
Yet workers’ struggle is back on the 
cards. Teachers’ demands are simi-
lar to those of workers in hospitals 
and councils who have struck for 
mass recruitment. 

The battle came ahead of a vote 
of confidence in the government by 
Greek MPs, which was set to take 
place on Wednesday of this week.

Tsipras called the vote after Panos 
Kammenos—leader of Syriza’s 
coalition partner, the right wing 
Independent Greeks—resigned as 
defence minister last Sunday.

Kammenos quit over a deal with 
the government of neighbouring 
Macedonia. The pact accepts the 

country’s right to use the name 
Macedonia, which is shared by a 
region of northern Greece.

The deal—still to be ratified by 
the Greek government—is backed 
by the ruling class in Greece and 
most of Europe. 

It paves the way for Macedonia 
to enter the neoliberal EU, and the 
Western military alliance Nato. 

It also allows Greek business to 
exploit Macedonia’s economy.

But right wing Greek nationalists 
such as Kammenos oppose it. They 
say it will lead the government of 
Macedonia to claim parts of northern 
Greece.

The Tory-type New Democracy 
party has also fuelled nationalist 
opposition to the deal in the hope 
of bringing the government down.

Syriza was expected to win 
the confidence vote—though if 
it doesn’t it will have to call early 
elections. In any case there will still 
have to be a general election no 
later than 20 October. 

After years of austerity Syriza’s 
popularity has plummeted. Opinion 
polls suggest New Democracy may 
win the next election. 

But workers’ struggles such as the 
teachers’ strike show the alternative.

On other pages...
Making sense of the Labour Party 
>>Pages 10&11

BACK STORY
The Syriza government in 
Greece is facing crisis
lPrime minister Alexis Tsipras 
has called a vote of confidence in 
the government
lA teachers’ strike last week saw 
strikers battle riot police outside 
parliament
lSyriza’s popularity has 
plummeted after it agreed to 
implement austerity measures
lMore right wing parties are 
taking advantage of the crisis to 
try and regain control

PROTESTERS IN Harare face tear gas during an anti-austerity strike 

 Revolt in Zimbabwe against austerity  
 and dictatorship panics government 
MANY ZIMBABWEANS heeded 
the call by the Zimbabwe Congress 
of Trade Unions (ZCTU) to go on 
a three-day work stayaway from 
Monday.

It is against austerity measures 
and the 150 percent fuel price rise 
announced by president Emmerson 
Mnangagwa on Saturday. 

From early Monday morning 
angry protesters started gathering, 
burning tyres and barricading 
roads with huge stones. 

Police blocked those who started 
marching into town. This started 
running battles, resulting in police 
cars being attacked and stoned.

By Monday evening the 
government was sending in troops 
in an effort to restore its repressive 
order. It made calls to block social 
media that was being used to aid 
mobilisation.

Dollars
This revolt comes after doctors 
began a 40-day strike demanding 
better working conditions, for the 
government to supply medication 
to hospitals and to be paid in  
US dollars rather than the 
worthless Zimbabwean bond 
money.

Government workers, teachers 

and nurses have also demanded to 
be paid in US dollars.

The Zimbabwean bond money 
has been devalued by 300 percent 
since last October, when the 
minister of finance announced 
austerity measures.

Prices of most basic 
commodities have more than 
doubled since then, while workers’ 
salaries remain unchanged.

The removal of president Robert 
Mugabe in 2017 did not solve 
Zimbabwe’s economic crisis. 

Mnangagwa’s “open for 
business” policy has seen the 
extraction of raw materials at low 
prices and then their import back 
at high prices. 

Some opposition leaders seek 
to channel the anti-austerity 
revolt into a so-called national 
dialogue and compromise with the 
government.

The leaders of both the ruling 
Zanu-PF party and the opposition 
Movement for Democratic Change 

want to impose neoliberal austerity 
measures.

The right wing organisations 
pushing for social dialogue are 
fronts funded by the imperialist 
countries that seek to limit 
working class demands. 

Hijacked
We should not let our struggles be 
hijacked. 

The government found money 
to charter a plane this week for 
Mnangagwa and his team to fly 
across five countries in Europe—so 
the money is there. 

There must be no going back on 
the demand for a living wage for 
workers—in US dollars.

There must be no harassment 
of street vendors. Price increases 
should be reversed immediately 
and there should be no 
privatisation of government firms. 

We need a broad, radical 
united front of unions, vendors, 
pensioners, students, youths, 
socialist and radical anti-neoliberal 
organisations and movements to 
expand the demonstrations.  

However, the only way forward 
ultimately is smashing the system 
of capitalism that breeds poverty, 
and to fight for socialism.

EYEWITNESS
by MEMBERS OF 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST 
ORGANISATION in Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe
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You’re soft on 
Jim Callaghan
SADIE Robinson’s 
excellent article on The 
Winter of Discontent 
forty years ago is too 
soft on Jim Callaghan’s 
Labour government 
(Socialist Worker,  
2 January). 

The bosses certainly 
did demand vicious cuts. 

But it was Labour 
chancellor Denis Healey 
who used the forecasts 
of doom provided by 
Treasury bureaucrats to 
justify bringing in the 
International Monetary 
Fund (IMF).

These forecasts were 
later shown to be wrong.  
It was quite unnecessary 
to bring in the IMF.

It was a convenient 
cover for a Labour 
government that had 
decided to make workers 
pay for the crisis.

Geoff Brown
Manchester

Lenin lives on 
in Islington
I WONDER whether you 
and your readers realise 
that there’s a wonderful 
archive on the Russian 
revolutionary Vladimir 
Lenin in London. 

It’s at the local history 
archive at St John Street 
Library in Islington, north 
London. 

There is plenty of 
material there to work up 
a set of articles.  

Ann Vinall
North London

We need to 
learn French
WE NEED more French 
Yellow Vest-like 
resistance here in Britain 
to bring this dreadful 
Tory government into the 
real world. 

Paul Harris
On Facebook

You can’t stop 
the refugees 
THERE AREN’T enough 
fences in the world to 
stop desperate people. 
We should always start 
with compassion. 

Kaylee Brown 
On Facebook 

Work together 
on Brexit deal 
I THINK the left and 
right, red and blue, 
should work together to 
get the best deal for the 
whole of Britain. While 
they all bicker we will 
never get a good deal. 

David Hickey
On Facebook 

Just a 
thought...

Winter of Discontent was prolonged 
THE WINTER of 
Discontent in 1978-79 did 
show workers’ power 
(Socialist Worker, 2 
January). But your article 
underestimates the scale 
and length of resistance. 

After the 22 January 
one-day strike, manual 
workers’ unions in local 
government and health 
used “guerrilla tactics” of 
selective and lightning 
strikes. 

Local government 
workers settled in early 
March while hospital 
strikes continued until the 
end of March.

Separately, groups of 

water workers were on 
unofficial strike for 
weeks, despite a pay offer 
much higher than the 
5 percent norm. 

Groups of ambulance 
staff were on unofficial 
strike or only providing 

emergency cover—some 
until late March.

Selective official strikes 
in the civil service ran 
from late February until 
May. And in the private 
sector, lorry drivers’ 
strikes early in January 
were initially unofficial. 

Under the TGWU 
union’s guidance, strike 
committees permitted 
movement of essential 
supplies—which had 
Tories frothing at the 
mouth. 

By early February most 
regions had settled. 

Dave Lyddon
Keele, Staffordshire

Be aware 
of abusive 
behaviour 
YOUR REVIEW of An 
Impossible Love was 
fascinating and chilling.  
(Socialist Worker,  
2 January). 

The film came out in the 
same week as the third 
anniversary the Serious 
Crime Act 2015. 

It designated controlling 
or coercive behaviour in an 
intimate or family 
relationship as a serious 
crime. 

Prosecutors in domestic 
abuse cases now have to 
take into account financial 
and psychological abuse 
and controlling behaviours 
in everyday life. These 
could include influencing 
friendships, hobbies, 
clothing and food. 

These behaviours are 
now emerging into public 
awareness. 

However, out of 7,034 
arrests under the 2015 law 
there were only 235 
successful convictions.

It shows how hard it is to 
fight oppression through 
the courts, though anyone 
who tries should be given 
as much support as 
possible.

Capitalism’s distortions 
of humanity mean that 
people attempt to control 
others, and victims feel 
they’ve no alternative than 
to live with abuse. 

These are hidden horrors 
of capitalist society that 
need to be brought to light.  

Such experiences will not 
end until we get rid of the 
whole system which fosters 
insecurity, inequality, 
competition and 
dependency. But, in the 
meantime, we do need to 
raise our awareness.

Nicola Field
South London

Don’t back Tory deal or 
Remain in referendum
A SECOND referendum on 
Brexit would be very 
divisive for the working 
class. 

And whatever the result 
of such a vote, there is a 
real danger of it 
strengthening the extreme 
right. 

The options in the 
referendum could be 
between staying in the 
racist, neoliberal bosses’ 
club that is the European 
Union and a right wing, 
racist Tory Brexit. 

If we are faced with that 
referendum choice, I don’t 

see how we could vote for 
either.

So the Socialist Workers 
Party is right to consider 
the option of a campaign of 
“active abstention” in a 
second referendum.  

Let’s say, “A plague on 
both your houses”.

And let’s try to win over 
both Leave and Remain 
supporters to a fight 
against racism and 
austerity and for 
international working class 
unity and socialism.

Phil Webster
Whalley, Lancashire

We shouldn’t pay—fight for 
right of EU migrants to stay  
WE HAVE a Tory government that 
takes any opportunity to make 
racist policies. 

We saw it in the Windrush 
scandal, and we’re getting it again 
with their disgusting treatment of 
European Union (EU) nationals 
living in Britain. 

EU nationals who want to stay 
in their homes, jobs, communities 
and with their families are now 
going to have to register with the 
state. 

For the privilege of registering, 
we will have to pay £65. 

The registration will act as a test 
based on proof of identity, length 
of stay and criminal record.

It is crucial that we expose and 
fight against this anti-migrant 

policy, and that we support those 
EU nationals that are feeling 
scared, angry and confused. Life 
under austerity is hard enough—
being placed on a register and 
having to pay for it is both 
humiliating and alarming.

Our unions, the Labour Party 
and all anti-racist campaigners 
need to work together to stop this 
racist policy.

Tash
Sheffield

nTHE BRITISH government has 
given assurances to EU citizens 
living in Britain that our rights will 
be guaranteed after Brexit. 

There is one catch—we need to 
apply for “settled status” and 

receive a kind of ID document 
which British citizens don’t need. 

And if we don’t pay and receive 
the document, we will be deported 
to our countries of origin after the 
two-year Brexit transition period 

Before that, those without 
settled status would experience 
the full force of the Tories’ “hostile 
environment”. 

Among other things, we would 
be denied health care and the right 
to rent property.

The British government is 
behaving like a thug demanding 
“protection money”.

We should fight together against 
the settled status scheme.

Jacek Szymanski 
North London
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 MAKING
 SENSE OF
 LABOUR
Thousands have joined Labour hoping it can transform 
society. A new edition of The Labour Party—a Marxist 
History says the nature of the party shapes how it acts. 
Authors Donny Gluckstein and Charlie Kimber explain 
how their book can help activists in the struggle for change
The book has been released 
with two new chapters. What has 
prompted the re-release?
Donny Gluckstein: The book is 
designed for people engaged in the 
movement.

There have been three editions, 
each as a response to events. The 
first edition came out in the Bennite 
period when lots of people looked 
to Labour as a way of returning to a 
so-called golden age of socialism.

It was directed towards 
revolutionaries who were thinking 
of joining the Labour Party.

The second edition came out in 
1995 when New Labour was in the 
ascendance, with Tony Blair leading 
the charge. We wanted to explain 
what was going on.

The current one is coming out in 
the period of Corbynism. The debate 
is not with revolutionaries thinking 
of joining Labour. It’s with people 
within Labour who we want to talk 
to, and who we want to prepare for 
what happens if you get a Corbyn 
government.

The book has never just attacked 
Labour’s history. It’s always tried 
to understand its strengths and its 
weaknesses in order to carry the 
movement forward.

New Labour and Corbynism are 
the most extreme versions towards 
the right and the left within the 
framework of Labour’s history. The 
new edition tries to understand 
those two extremes.

Charlie Kimber: At the time of 
the anti-capitalist movement at the 
beginning of the century there was 
a strong mood that we don’t need 
political parties. There was a sense 
that leadership was unnecessary and 
dangerous, and that parties led to 

hierarchies that stifled democracy.
That’s changed. Now people 

talk about the shining examples 
of Podemos in the Spanish state 
or Corbyn’s Labour. They used to 
talk about Syriza in Greece, but 
that’s gone quiet after its ruthless 
imposition of austerity.

So the argument is not that we 
don’t need parties but that we need 
broad parties. The book looks at 
one of the clearest examples of such 
a party, its record over more than 
100 years, and the strengths and 
structural problems with it.

It’s an argument for revolutionary 
organisation rooted in the 
experience of Labour.  

What does it say about New 
Labour and Corbynism?
DG: New Labour saw the longest 
period of Labour rule. So in terms 
of Labour’s history, if it’s just about 
winning elections then New Labour 
was a success.

But that would be completely the 
wrong way of looking at it. What 
we need to understand is that New 
Labour has helped set up what we 
have today.

The Blairites caused war after 
war—five different ones. Around 
that Labour created scare stories, 
Islamophobia, fear of immigrants 
and demonising of asylum seekers.

That pushed the political agenda 
to the right quite dramatically. 

Before New Labour, immigration 
was at the bottom of people’s 
priorities when they were asked in 
surveys. By the time Gordon Brown 
left office it was near the top.

New Labour said the party can 
embrace capitalism and deliver 
reforms at the same time. All 
previous Labour leaders had said 
they want to modify capitalism. 

New Labour enthusiastically 
believed in capitalism. That was 
new in terms of Labour history.

People need to understand the 
damage that right wing Labour can 
do. In a sense the damage is done in 
the movement.

When the Tories do things like 
attack migrants, you can fight back 
more easily. When it seems to be 
your own side then it can disarm 
you. The right in Labour still has 
a strong hold today and tries to 
strangle every left wing initiative 
that Corbyn conducts.

Does the book help to understand 
New Labour as part of the party’s 
history?
DG: The whole book is about 
change and continuity. The Labour 
Party changes all the time, but it’s 
got a particular trajectory. 

There’s a quote in the New 
Labour chapter from something the 
revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg said 
in 1900. She argued that reformists 
and revolutionaries aren’t on the 
same road. The reformist road leads 
somewhere else. What Labour has 

New Labour said it 
can embrace 
capitalism and 
deliver reforms at 
the same time

‘‘ 
HUNDREDS OF thousands of Jeremy Corbyn supporters have joined the 
Labour Party since he stood for party leader in 2015 (above) Key Labour 
figures Jeremy Corbyn, Tony Blair, Aneurin Bevan, Ramsay MacDonald, 
Neil Kinnock, Harold Wilson and Keir Hardie 
(Clockwise from main) Main picture: pa
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been doing is going along a road 
that leads towards acceptance of 
capitalism. It’s always pulled back 
by the base—Corbynism is an 
example of that.

If Labour completely accepts 
capitalism, then there would be 
no need for it at all. It would stop 
existing. But it’s always going in 
that direction and it evolved further 
and further in that direction until 
Corbyn came along.

Labour is a broad church. Not by 
choice, but because of the nature 
of what it represents—fighting the 
system and accepting the system at 
the same time. Between those two 
there is a constant battle.

Underlying it all is reformism.
Reformism comes from the fact 

that on the one hand we live in a 
capitalist society and people are 
influenced by capitalist ideas. But 
on the other hand people’s life 
experience of capitalism is that it’s 
nasty and brutish, and they want to 
fight against it.

So the majority of working class 
people have both ideas at the same 
time. They accept a lot of capitalist 
ideas but they also hate capitalism 
because of what it does to their lives. 
Reformism reflects that balance.

That balance exists all the time 
anywhere in the world but it doesn’t 
always take an organisational form. 
In the US for example there isn’t a 
proper reformist party.

We can also see the collapse of 
social democracy all around Europe 
at the moment. These sorts of things 
are falling apart because they can’t 
square the circle.

CK: The Labour Party privileges 
parliament and elections over action 
in the workplaces and on the streets.

There are Labour lefts who have 
always said we need action outside 
parliament as well as winning 
MPs. They’re sincere when they 
say it, but the question is which 
disciplines which.

And in the end parliament always 
comes first. Think how even now, 
before Labour is in office, Labour 
leaders sometimes go to picket 
lines—a welcome development—but 
not if the strike is against a Labour 
council. 

Struggle is fundamental not only 
in winning change but in changing 
people’s ideas.

Workers’ ideas are not fixed. 
Sometimes they accept rotten 
ideas, sometimes they can act in 
the most collective and unified 
way. Their experience of collective 
work and society is pitted against 
the individualist pressures and 
ideologies of capitalism.

The central way in which left 
wing ideas win out is when workers 
are engaged in strikes, occupations, 
mass protests and movements 
against racism,oppression and war.

But Labour’s policy and practice 
cuts against putting struggle first.

One thing that’s important in this 
is your analysis of the trade union 
bureaucracy and its role in the 
balance between left and right
DG: The British Labour structure 
is very much built around trade 
unions. They are also the link to 
the working class. But that link is 
through the trade union leaders, 
who have their own agenda.

During the New Labour period, 
Blair and Brown consciously set out 
to try and remove the need for the 
trade union bureaucracy.

They treated it with absolute 

contempt. More importantly 
they tried to find a funding base 
independent of the unions. One 
place they could find that was 
big business. So they really threw 
themselves into trying to break the 
union link.

They couldn’t do it. Big business 
was temporarily interested in Blair 
because the Tories had lost. But as 
soon as there was any possibility 
that Labour could be replaced, they 
went straight back to the Tories.

Trade union leaders have clout 
within Labour because of the 
numbers they represent and the 
money they have.

They set up the Labour Party 
in 1900 because they needed to 
reverse the Taff Vale decision. This 
was a law that said if you go on 
strike you have to pay the employer 
what you have “cost” them.

In other words it made striking 
impossible within the laws. 

There were two ways of dealing 
with that. One was to have a 
revolution, the other was to try and 
change things through parliament. 
That’s where the Labour Party 
came from.

In a sense that hasn’t changed. 
There is harsh anti-trade union 
legislation now. The trade union 
leaders have a choice. They could 
say, we’ll defy the laws—because 
the laws are made for big business.

The alternative is to try 
and change things through 
parliament. Because they are not 
revolutionaries, they say they 
have to do things within the legal 
framework and through parliament.

They need a vehicle for that and 
that is the Labour Party. Inside it 
they can pull to the left or to the 
right.

In 1931 when Ramsay MacDonald 
wanted to get into bed with the 
Tories they stopped him and 
held Labour back. MacDonald 
went on and formed the national 
government. So they were a brake 
on the right.

But most of the time union 
leaders act as a brake on the left 
because they accept the rules of 
the game and they’re not out for 
immediate mass strikes. They’re 
quite a conservative—with a small 
c—element.

So the link is a strength but also 
a weakness because it limits what 
Labour can do in terms of moving to 
the left.

What can readers get out of the 
new edition—both those who’ve 
never read the earlier editions 
and those who might have read 
them several times over?
DG: The book is trying to get under 
the skin of what’s going on in 
Labour—the different class forces 
involved at the bottom as well as 
the manoeuvrings at the top. But it 
does also give a history.

Hopefully by the end you’ll know 

the history of the Labour Party from 
the beginning to the current day 
and have a deeper understanding. 
And out of that you can think what 
can be done to shape the future. 

With the Tories in deep crisis over 
Brexit there are opportunities for 
the left. If there is a general election 
and Labour wins, then all of the 
issues that the book discusses will 
become relevant.

In particular the lesson that we 
have to build a movement that is 
not dependent on what goes on in 
the corridors of Westminster.

Labour is a broad 
church, not by 
choice, but 
because of what it 
represents

‘‘ 

New from Bookmarks 
Publications

The Labour 
Party
A Marxist 
History
by Tony Cliff, Donny Gluckstein 
and Charlie Kimber 

A revised and 
fully updated 
edition which will 
be crucial for all 
those who want 
to understand 
Corbyn’s Labour 
and the party’s 
history
Just £14.99 from Bookmarks
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk
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WHAT’S ON        Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

WHAT WE 
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of 
the Socialist Workers Party. 

INDEPENDENT WORKING 
CLASS ACTION 
Under capitalism workers’ labour 
creates all profit. A socialist 
society can only be constructed 
when the working class seizes 
control of the means of production 
and  democratically plans how they 
are used.

REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system can not be 
patched up or reformed as the 
established Labour and trade 
union leaders say.

It has to be overthrown. 
Capitalism systematically 
degrades the natural world. 
Ending environmental crisis 
means creating a new society.

THERE IS NO 
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present 
parliament, army, police and 
judiciary cannot be taken over 
and used by the working class. 
They grew up under capitalism 
and are designed to protect the 
ruling class against the workers.

The working class needs an 
entirely different kind of state—a 
workers’ state based upon 
councils of workers’ delegates and 
a workers’ militia.

At most parliamentary 
activity can be used to make 
propaganda against the present 
system. 

Only the mass action of the 
workers themselves can destroy 
the system.

INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is 
part of a worldwide  struggle. 
We campaign for solidarity with 
workers in other countries. 

We oppose everything which 
turns workers from one country 
against those from other countries.

We oppose racism and 
imperialism. We oppose all 
immigration controls. 

We support the right of black 
people and other oppressed 
groups to organise their own 
defence. We support all genuine 
national liberation movements.

The experience of Russia 
demonstrates that a socialist 
revolution cannot survive in 
isolation in one country.

In Russia the result was 
state capitalism, not socialism. 
In Eastern Europe and China 
a similar system was later 
established by Stalinist parties. 
We support the struggle of 
workers in these countries against 
both private and state capitalism. 

We are for real social, 
economic and political equality 
of women. We are for an end 
to all forms of discrimination 
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people. 

 We defend the right of 
believers to practise their religion 
without state interference.

THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most 
militant sections of the working 
class have to be organised into a 
revolutionary socialist party. 

Such a party can only be 
built by activity in the mass 
organisations of the working class.

We have to prove in  practice 
to other workers that reformist 
leaders and reformist ideas are 
opposed to their own  interests. 
We have to build a rank and file 
movement within the unions.

To join us, turn to page 16 or go to 
www.swp.org.uk 
or phone 020 7840 5602 for 
more information
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CONTACT 
THE SWP

Phone 020 7840 5600
Email  

enquires@swp.org.uk
Post  

PO Box 74955,
London E16 9EJ

{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
PUBLIC MEETINGS

MILTON KEYNES
A Marxist history of 
the Labour Party
Mon 28 Jan, 7.30pm, 
Trinity Centre,
Fishermead Boulevard,
MK6 2LA

{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
BRANCH MEETINGS

Weekly meetings  to discuss 
political issues and our local 
interventions.  All welcome.

ABERDEEN
Scotland 1919—tanks 
on the streets
Mon 21 Jan, 6pm, 
Belmont Cinema Cafe,
49 Belmont St,
AB10 1JS
BARNSLEY
Venezuela and Brazil—
South America in turmoil
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm, 
YMCA,Blucher St,
S70 1AP
BRADFORD
Why is the health 
service in crisis?
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm,
Glyde House, 
BD5 0BQ
BURNLEY AND PENDLE
Can the Labour Party 
bring real change?
Wed 23 Jan, 7.30pm, 
Red Triangle Cafe,
160 St James’s St,
BB11 1NR
CHESTERFIELD 
Why we hate Mondays—
Marxism and alienation
Thu 24 Jan, 7.30pm,
Chesterfield Library, 
S40 1QN
DONCASTER
Orban, Hungary and the 
rise of the far right
Tue 22 Jan, 7:30pm,
Goose, 53-54 Hall Gate  
DN1 3PB
GLASGOW
Scotland 1919—tanks 
on the streets
Thu 31 Jan, 7pm, 
Avant Garde,
33-44 King St,
Merchant City, G1 5QT
HUDDERSFIELD
Brazil, Bolsonaro and 
the rise of the right
Wed 23 Jan, 6.30pm, 
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade (near 
both train and bus stations),
HD1 5JP
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE
Hi-vis fury—what’s 
behind the yellow vest 
revolt in France?
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
Meeting House Ln, 
LA1 1TX
LIVERPOOL
Hi-vis fury—what’s 
behind the yellow vest 
revolt in France?
Thur 31 Jan, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
22 School Ln, L1 3BT

LONDON: HACKNEY
Who really rules Britain?
Thu 24 Jan, 7.30pm, 
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd,
E5 0PU
LONDON: HARINGEY
As warships are used against 
migrants–We say no borders!
Wed 23 Jan, 7.30pm,
St John Vianney  
Church Hall,   
N15 3QH
LONDON: ISLINGTON
Decolonising—confronting 
the legacy of empire
Wed 23 Jan, 7pm, 
The Old Fire Station,
84 Mayton St,
N7 6QT

LONDON: NEWHAM
Can there be a left 
wing populism?
Wed 23 Jan, 7pm, 
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove, 
E15 1HP
LONDON: TOWER HAMLETS
After the Brexit vote—how 
do we get rid of the Tories?
Wed 23 Jan, 7pm, 
Epainos Church,
Lichfield Rd,E3 5AT
LONDON: WEST
Hi-vis fury—what’s 
behind the yellow vest 
revolt in France?
Thu 24 Jan, 7:30pm,
Woodlane Community Centre, 
W12 7DZ

NEWCASTLE
1919 on the brink of 
revolution–Britain’s red year
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm, 
Commercial Union House,
39 Pilgrim St, NE1 6QE
PORTSMOUTH
Hi-vis fury—what’s 
behind the yellow vest 
revolt in France?
Wed 23 Jan, 7.30pm, 
Somerstown Community 
Centre, River’s St, PO5 4EZ
PLYMOUTH
Hi-vis fury—what’s 
behind the yellow vest 
revolt in France?
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm, 
Quaker House,74 Mutley Plain,
PL4 6LF

SCARBOROUGH
Why does capitalism 
go into crisis?
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm, 
Tap and Spile, 
94 Falsgrave Rd,
YO12 5AZ
SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE
After the Brexit vote—how 
do we get rid of the Tories?
Thu 17 Jan, 7pm, 
Central United Reformed 
Church, 60 Norfolk St 
(near Crucible Theatre),
S1 2JB
SOUTHAMPTON
Unravelling the family
Wed 23 Jan,  7:30pm,
Central Baptist Church Hall, 
SO15 2GY

WOLVERHAMPTON  
AND WALSALL
State and revolution
Wed 23 Jan, 7:30pm,
Wild Bytes Cafe, 
WV1 4HW

NATIONAL
Student conference— 
confronting racism 
on campus
Sat 16 Feb, 10.30am, 
National Education Union,
Mabledon Place,
Hamilton House,
Central London,
WC1H 9BD
NATIONAL
Stand Up To Racism  
trade union conference
Sat 23 Feb, 10.30am,
National Education Union,
Mabledon Place,
Hamilton House,
Central London,
WC1H 9BD

BOLTON 
Wed 23 Jan, 7pm,
Bolton Socialist Club, 
BL1 1DY

BRISTOL
Wed 30 Jan, 7.30pm, 
YHA, 
BS1 4QA

LEEDS: CITY CENTRE
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm,
The Swarthmore Education 
Centre, LS3 1AD

LONDON: SOUTH EAST 
Wed 23 Jan, 7pm,
Deptford Lounge,
9 Giffin St,SE8 4RH

SHEFIELD CITY CENTRE
Thu 24 Jan,  7pm,
Central United Reformed 
Church, S1 2JB

WIGAN 
Thu 24 Jan, 7pm,
The Brocket Arms, 
WN1 2DD

SOCIALIST WORKER BRANCH MEETINGS

 Get Socialist Worker  every week
If you liked this issue of  Socialist Worker, why not subscribe for just £5 a month?

{ }STAND UP TO 
RACISM

For more details go to page 16, phone 020 7840 5601 or emailcirc@socialistworker.co.uk

Rosa Luxemburg speaking to a crowd in Stugartt in Germany

100 years since Rosa Luxemburg’s murder
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Stan and Ollie delivers dash 
of slapstick and tenderness
A strong cast of actors fill the shoes of Laurel, Hardy and the people around 
them in John S Baird’s account of the duo’s twilight years, writes Pat Carmody
ONE THING I learned watching 
TV in the 1970s was that if I ever 
needed a piano shifting I shouldn’t 
ask Laurel and Hardy. 

The slapstick duo’s films were a 
regular and popular feature on the 
schedules then despite more than 40 
years passing since their heyday.

Director John S Baird’s Stan & 
Ollie begins in 1937. The duo are 
about to seek a better return from the 
profits that their world-wide success 
had brought ruthless movie mogul 
Hal Roach. 

In contrast to his clumsy and 
child-like screen persona, the off-screen 
Stan Laurel was a workaholic. 

He was constantly honing and 
writing new routines and was deter-
mined that they should both be 
rewarded with a hefty pay rise. 

On the other hand Oliver Hardy 
was handing his hard-earned cash to 
the bookies or on his way to the next 
party. 

When Roach makes it clear they’ll 
not get another cent, Stan berates 
him for being a cheapskate and for 
his support of Mussolini. 

Ollie pathetically tries to placate 
the boss.  

The film then moves to Newcastle 
some 16 years later. 

The pair are about to embark on a 
tour of Britain while trying to track 
down a backer for their new film 
 version of Robin Hood. 

Much has happened in the 
 intervening period and they are not 
as in demand as they used to be. 

Eclipsed
Ollie is struggling with his health, 
and their stars have long since been 
eclipsed by the likes of Jerry Lewis 
and Abbott and Costello. 

There is an elephant in the room. 
A past betrayal hangs over their 
relationship. 

But to keep the show on the road 
and maintain the precious bond 
between them, both make efforts to 
ensure that simmering grievances 
don’t erupt. But you fancy they will. 

Much has been said about the bril-
liant performances of Steve Coogan 
and John C. Reilly in the title roles.

These were very big shoes to fill. 
Coogan and Reilly excel in expressing 
the affection in the relationship at the 
centre of the film. 

But the picture isn’t complete 
without Nina Arianda and Shirley 
Henderson, whose caustic exchanges 
as the protective wives Ida and Lucille 
are as sharp as any in film.

Is this funny and bittersweet film 
worth a trip to cinema even for those 
not familiar with Laurel & Hardy’s 
work? 

It most certainly is. 

EXHIBITIONS 
LIVING WITH BUILDINGS
Free 
Until 3 March 2019 
Wellcome Collection,  
London NW1 2BE

THIS EXHIBITION at the 
Welcome Collections looks 
at how buildings affect our 
physical and mental health. 

It examines some of the 

ways in which architects, 
planners and designers 
influence our health and  
self-esteem. 

ROBERT BLOMFIELD— 
EDINBURGH STREET 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Free 
Until 17 March 2019 
City Art Centre, 
Edinburgh EH1 1DE

THE EXHIBITION displays 
a selection of Robert 
Blomfield’s private 
photography archive.

He documented the 
dramatic shifts taking 
place in Scotland’s urban 
landscape during the 1960s.

TOP 5 BOOKS
Bestsellers at Bookmarks, 
the socialist Bookshop

1  The Labour Party—a 
Marxist history  
Tony Cliff, Donny Gluckstein 
and Charlie Kimber 

2  Mohandas Gandhi  
Talat Ahmed  

3  Antisemitism—the far 
right, Zionism and the 
left
Rob Ferguson 

4 The Left Case Against 
the EU
Costas Lapavitsas 

5 Fighting fascism and 
the far right today
Lewis Nielsen 

Phone 020 7637 1848
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk
Why not visit the shop 
at 1 Bloomsbury Street, 
London WC1B 3QE

Crime drama hints at bigger mystery
TELEVISION
TRUE DETECTIVE
created by Nic Pizzolatto 
Sky Atlantic and online

THE LATEST series of HBO’s 
True Detective rests on 
a strong performance by 
Mahershala Ali.

He plays detective Wayne 
Hays investigating the 
disappearance of two children. 
Hays is a Vietnam veteran 
haunted by the war and the 
case.

The narrative jumps between 
1980, 1990 and 2015. 

A theme linking all three 
series so far—although they 

have no narrative link—has 
been powerlessness in the face 
of a nameless, powerful force. 

As with the previous two 
series, the viewer is encouraged 
to sympathise with the, mainly 
male, cops as they come up 
against interests that hamper 
their investigations.

Only small hints at the 
mystery are revealed in the 
opening episodes of the latest 
series.

Failing
Racism and the legacy of the 
Vietnam War run through the 
new series. 

Part of Hays’ struggle is the 
battle against his own failing 

memory. In one scene Hays as 
an old man sits in his study 
surrounded by Vietnamese 
resistance fighters in an eerie 
depiction of dementia coupled 
with post-traumatic stress.

The series is slickly produced 
and each era is well observed. 
The modern-day fascination 
with cold-case programmes is 
also nicely done.

Ali’s performance is more 
nuanced than the swaggering 
machismo of Matthew 
McConaughey’s in the first 
series. 

But the intensity of the first 
series is lacking in this one, 
which at times is slightly dull.
Alistair Farrow

An expanding musical vision that captures our times
MUSIC
OUTER PEACE
Toro y Moi

OUTER PEACE booms in with 
a breezy danceable track. 
Nonchalant and dreamy vocals 
tell us that everything is fading 
and how we need to keep our 
faith.

Compared to Toro y Moi’s 
previous releases this album 

contains more pop music 
elements. It is fun and creative.

The relatively high tempo of 
this production also makes it 
easier to dance to. Songs such 
as Freelance could be read as 
attempts to connect with the 
online economy’s “gig” workers. 

On the track a backdrop of 
disco beats and retro synths 
accompany an exposition of the 
burnout culture.

Toro is moving away from 

heavily sampled tracks. Instead, 
Monte Carlo and 50-50 feature 
contributing artists.

Miss Me features ABRA’s 
stunning vocals—it’s a delicate 
yet soulful break from the more 
automated tracks on the album. 

This is an exciting release, 
expanding the artistic scope of 
Toro Y Moi, both in terms of 
cross-genre experimentation and 
social exploration.
Prarthana Krishnan

MAHERSHALA ALI (left) delivers a powerful performance
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T
H I N K  o f 
 p roh i b i t i o n 
and  you’re 
reminded  of 
g a n g s t e r s , 
s p e a k e a s -

ies and massacres on 
Valentine’s Day.  

But the truth about the 
prohibition of alcohol in 
the US—which was ratified 
100 years ago this week—is 
about much more than that.

At the heart of the story 
are ruling class factions who 
fought over how best to keep 
workers under the bosses’ 
thumb. 

It’s a tale of how the policy 
opened up space for the racist 
Klu Klux Klan to organise.

And above all else it’s 
about the short-sightedness 
of the people at the top of 
society.

In 1919 US Congress 
 ratified the Volstead Act. 
It brought into force the 
18th Amendment of the US 
Constitution, which outlawed 
the sale of alcohol.

Except it didn’t, really. The 
act prohibited the sale of alco-
hol over 0.5 percent proof. 

This meant that brewers 
could make a batch of beer, 
dilute some to appease the 
censor, then sell the rest on 
the black market.

And many other flaws 
 peppered the law. 

A prohibition movement had 
been growing through the 19th 
century. It is often presented as 
a bunch of  joyless, middle class 
Protestants  stopping everyone’s 
fun. That’s partly true. 

“We are the whole better 
class,” wrote one prohibitionist. 

“We represent teachers and 
professional men, clerks, skilled 
mechanics, and railroad men”.

Deviant 
Historian Joseph Gusfield has 
suggested that the Volstead Act 
was not really intended to stop 
people drinking. He describes it 
as “a dramatic event of deviant 
designation”.

But prohibition did have 
an effect on people’s drinking 
habits—the prevalence of alco-
hol-related diseases decreased 
dramatically. 

A big reason for this was the 
astronomical rise in the price of 
alcohol once it became illegal.

The prohibition movement 
was also in response to real 
problems in US society. 

The alcohol industry bosses 
were real-life pantomime vil-
lains who flooded working class 
areas with alcohol. 

They relentlessly pressured 
saloon-keepers to increase their 
sales through offering cheap 
loans and other measures. 

At a booze barons’ conven-
tion in 1874 one boss said, 
“The open field for the creation 
of appetite is among the boys.

“And I make the suggestion 
that nickels expended in treats 
to the boys now will return 
dollars to your tills after the 
 appetite has been formed.”

The prohibition movement 
was organising against such 
naked rapaciousness. But at the 

heart of the movement there 
was a fight between people who 
wanted a moral response to the 
alcohol “crisis” and those who 
wanted a social response.

The labour movement saw 
prohibition as a workers’ rights 
issue. Bosses would often pay 
workers in company bars to 
make back the wages, and elec-
tions were bought and sold in 
the same establishments. 

Yet the moralists won out 
and by 1905 the movement 
had explicitly linked itself to 

Protestantism, although the 
tension remained.

Counties and states  introduced 
various laws throughout the 
19th century targeting the con-
sumption of alcohol. 

Real crooks could be found 
in the forces prohibiting the 
sale of alcohol as well as those 
opposed to it.

In  1855 the s tate  of 
Connecticut passed a prohi-
bition law. It failed because, 
according to the governor, 
law officers and state officials 

“made use of the law for the 
purpose of making money”.

A prohibition law in South 
Carolina from 1893 shut over 
600 saloons and set up  state-run 
alcohol dispensaries. 

By 1906 an investigation 
found that “officials at the 
dispensaries have become 
 shameless in their use of power, 
insatiate in their greed, and 
perfidious in the discharge of 
their duties.”

Prohibitionists seized on the 
failure of these examples to 
argue for a complete ban. 

Once federal prohibition 
began, its supporters encour-
aged the government to employ 
prohibitionists to enforce the 
law. Voluntary service and low 
pay meant enforcers were open 
to bribes. 

Historian Lisa McGirr argues 
that the origins of the “penal 
state” can be found in this 
period. 

Prosecutions were pursued 
zealously, and new prisons 
had to be built to deal with the 
influx of convicts.

The victims of the  crackdown 
were overwhelmingly working 
class—particularly migrants, 
black people and Catholics. 

Drinking among these 
groups was viewed as a 
problem. 

The romanticised image 
of the rich defiantly dancing 

and drinking in New York was 
true, but it was not the common 
experience.

P
roh ib i t i on  was 
enforced most zeal-
ously in  working 
class areas. And 
at the same time, 
w o r k e r s  w e r e 

priced out of drinking. 
The price of beer rose by six 

times once it became illegal—
largely putting it out of reach 
of workers. 

But it was still comfortably 
within the means of the middle 
classes who drank in private.

The US socialist Eugene 
Debs wrote, “I am opposed 
to the working people being 
divided upon this question, as 
they have been divided upon 
the humbug tariff and now 
upon  preparedness, while all 
the time, whichever side pre-
vails, they are exploited, impov-
erished, thousands of them 
live in huts and hovels, under 
conditions which make for 
 drunkenness and other vices”.

Prohibition was popularised 
among the ruling class as a 
guard against ordinary people 
rising up. 

But there were big contradic-
tions in the debate going on at 
the top of society.

Just as temperance cam-
paigners had argued for ban-
ning the bottle to ward off the 
spectre of revolution, booze 
barons argued for repeal for the 
same reason.  

Trade union leader and 
bosses’ stooge Samuel Gompers 
argued, “Harmful as vodka was, 
it enabled the Russian  peasant 
to find surcease from dull 
monotony. 

“Without it, he found only 

100 years ago the sale of alcohol was banned in the US. It’s a 
story of profit-thirsty booze barons, ruling class paranoia and 
fermenting anger among workers, writes Alistair Farrow 

Prohibition was 
popularised 
among bosses 
as a guard 
against unrest

‘‘ 
Temperance leader 
and Christian socialist 
Frances Willard 

PLUGGING 
A BREWING 
REVOLT   

WASTED—alcohol is sloshed down the drain in New York City 
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trouble and torment and the 
desire to tear down what he 
could not rebuild.”

But the forces on each side 
of the debate were not arrayed 
evenly—there was not universal 
agreement.

Prohibitionist campaigner 
Frances Willard was national 
president of the Women’s 
C h r i s t i a n  T e m p e r a n c e 
Movement (WCTU). 

She later became a “Christian 
Socialist” after coming to 
the conclusion that the prob-
lems associated with alcohol 
 consumption were social.

But prohibition unleashed 
the forces of reaction, the Klan 
among them.

The first leader of the wom-
en’s auxiliary of the Ku Klux 
Klan was also a former regional 
president of the WCTU.

A sense of national crisis was 
created. “The war on alcohol in 
the 1920s and the war on drugs 
of the ’70s and ’80s are  symbiotic 
campaigns,” said McGirr. 

Increases in funding for 
police forces were often not as 
rapid as the needs of local areas 
in enforcing prohibition. The 
Klan could step in and perform 
this function—selectively.

T
HE  rep ress i on 
involved in  banning 
alcohol was con-
sistent with the 
Klan’s racist ter-
ror campaign to 

“cleanse” the US, especially 
given the racialised policing 
of prohibition. 

In many cases Klansmen were 
deputised by law  enforcement 
and carried out maimings and 
massacres. In Illinois the state 
prohibition commissioner 
worked in tandem with the Klan. 

Italian Catholic migrants 
were targeted. 

They were framed and their 
houses burned down.

McGirr shows that the 
Klan grew to a high point in 
 membership of 2 to 5 million 
between 1920 and 1923. 

The end of prohibition came 
as the US economy ground to 
a halt. 

The pro-booze bosses ’ 
Assoc ia t ion  aga ins t  the 
Prohibition Amendment (AAPA) 
had some 800 journalists pro-
ducing statistics and news 
 stories in the propaganda war. 

As the economy tanked 
the AAPA released statistics 
 claiming that revenues from 
alcohol sales could have staved 
off the economic crisis.

Among the political class 
 prohibition remained popular 

until at least 1928. But among 
ordinary people it remained 
unpopular, and politicians such 
as Franklin D Roosevelt used 
the promise of repeal to attract 
support to the Democrats. 

The decision to repeal the 
18th Amendment was taken, in 
the absence of enough pressure 
from below, to meet the needs 
of capital.

“It would never do for the 
profit to be taken out of liquor 
and have the state control it,” 
wrote Debs. 

“For if the profit could be 
taken out of liquor it could also 
be taken out of beef and sugar 
and lumber.”

THE FAR right 
KKK positioned 
themselves as 
the defenders of 
prohibition (top). 
Booze bosses 
were real-life 
pantomime villains 
who tried to make 
working class 
people dependent 
on alcohol (above) 

Big food business sells  
veganism to mask its crimes  

When it comes to 
food, selling the 
disease and the 
supposed cure is 
big business, writes 
Simon Basketter 

FROM OCTOBER, when 
Christmas apparently 
begins, capitalists spend a 
fortune creating a bubble 
of unreality—worries can 
wait, cheese and Baileys 
have no calories. 

And in order to have a 
good time at Christmas the 
debts that were encouraging 
the worries in the first 
place must be increased 
to buy more stuff. 

Then in January, 
something similar happens. 
We are encouraged to 
examine our waistline, our 
conscience and resolve. New 
Year, new start, new me. 

Most importantly it’s a 
new opportunity for sales. 
So the celebrity chefs who 
were showing how to cook 
feasts begin selling books 
advocating famine.

The latest big thing is 
Veganuary. It’s a marketing 
campaign loved by big food 
companies who’ve made all 
the crap that’s made people 
ill to begin with. Now they 
want to sell more of the same 
crap—but plant-based. 

It’s a perfect circle of 
profit—sell the problem then 
sell the supposed solution.

Identify
An individual’s choice 
to become vegetarian or 
vegan for whatever reason 
is entirely reasonable. And 
more than 3.5 million people 
in Britain identify as vegan.

So Tesco has an “executive 
chef and director of  
plant-based innovation”. 
Food chains have vegan-
friendly offerings. McDonald’s 
serves McVegan burgers.

A new line of vegan meals 
from Marks & Spencer—
Plant Kitchen—say “suitable 
for vegans”. But the small 
print warns they are 
“not suitable for milk or 
egg allergy sufferers”. 

So they still don’t know 
or care what’s in your food 
regardless of whether you 
eat meat or not. The market 

researcher Mintel found 
that sales of meat-free foods 
soared to an estimated  
£740 million last year, up  
22 percent since 2013. 

They did this research 
in order to sell their 
consultancy work on tapping 
into the vegan market.

Items that never contained 
animal products—nuts, 
pulses and synthetic duvets—
have been rebranded as 
vegan to capitalise.

Like sticking “natural” 
on a label, vegan can 
be a cover for all sorts 
of unpleasantness.

Soy extract in pastry 
that’s probably made with 
palm oil isn’t going to save 
you or the planet. But it 
is worth noting that Piers 
Morgan and Greggs share a 
public relations company.

Cows aren’t responsible for 
climate change, capitalism is. 

The environmental impact 
of the meat industry is 
disastrous. The conditions 
of capitalist industrial 
farming are awful for the 
animals, the planet and the 
food that is produced.

But imported lentils, 
quinoa and chickpeas 

create a significant carbon 
footprint. The price of 
quinoa has risen so much in 
Peru and Bolivia that locals 
can’t afford to eat the grain 
that has sustained them, 
instead turning to junk food.

The meteoric rise in the 
consumption of almonds 
both as nuts and in almond 
milk has contributed to 
droughts in California. 

Some 80 percent of 
the world’s almonds 
come from California. 

That isn’t a justification 
of the growing of fancy 
grass to feed to cows in 
California, which also is 
destructive in water use.

Pollinate
But some 31 billion bees are 
transported to Californian 
almond farms yearly to 
pollinate almond crops. 

There are multiple 
downsides to this. The bees 
become dependent on one 
plant source—which leaves 
them open to parasites. 

The almond farms 
use large amounts of 
pesticides to make sure 
nothing but almond 
trees grow in the soil. 

In 2015 they used a bit too 
much and killed a quarter of 
the bee population of the US. 

The food business is the 
problem. We should be wary 
of every attempt—such as the 
preposterous meat tax—to 
make us look away from its 
crimes. That much-discussed 
Greggs vegan sausage roll 
costs 5p more than what 
passes as a meat one. That is 
as symbolic of the snake oil 
rip off as Piers Morgan is an 
insult to a decent gammon.

A SEA of shining, sterile almond trees in California

Food producers  
don’t care 
what’s in your 
food, whether or 
not you eat meat 

‘‘ 
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Tory crisis after Universal Credit defeat
FOUR WOMEN workers won 
a high court challenge to 
the Tories’ Universal Credit 
(UC) scheme on Friday. Two 
judges in London said the 
women, all single mothers, 
had succeeded in a judicial 
review against work and 
pensions secretary Amber 
Rudd.

The women are Danielle 
Johnson, Claire Woods, Erin 
Barrett and Katie Stewart.

They said a “fundamen-
tal problem” with UC meant 
their monthly payments 
varied “enormously” and 
they had ended up worse off. 

They chal lenged the 
method used by the Depart-
ment for Work and Pensions 
for calculating payments.

Forced
Lord Justice Singh and Mr 
Justice Lewis had heard that 
UC had pushed some of the 
women into debt and that 
others were forced to rely 
on food banks.

They said the “secretary 
of state had wrongly inter-
preted” some regulations.

Their lawyers said tens of 
thousands of other UC claim-
ants would likely face similar 
problems.

UC payments are affected 
by other income earned by 
claimants. If a claimant is 
paid early due to a weekend 
or bank holiday, they could 
be treated as having been 
paid twice in one month.

The women said this would 
lead to them being given a 
“vastly reduced” UC payment.

Rudd is under pressure to 
retreat on the government’s 
welfare reforms.

The Tories limited child 
benefit payments to two chil-
dren. Anyone with a third 
child born after April 2017 
cannot claim child benefit 
for the child.

Rudd planned to extend 

this cap to the third children 
of UC claimants regardless of 
when they were born. 

But she retreated last 
week saying the plan would 
not be extended because it is 
“not right”.

It’s good that the Tories 
are in trouble over UC. 
But their meagre changes 

are nowhere near what is 
needed. There shouldn’t 
be any caps on child ben-
efit payments. And for all 
the delays and changes, the 
Tories still want to drive 
through UC.

So Rudd insisted last week 
that UC is “not cruel”. The 
facts say otherwise.

One woman in Plymouth 
suffered a miscarriage after 
UC left her homeless and 
sleeping rough in the middle 
of winter.

Debbie Ballard and her 
partner Ryan Gifford were 
switched over to UC without 
being informed.

It meant they missed 
a rent payment and were 
made homeless.

Homeless
“Losing my baby makes me 
feel like shit,” said Debbie. “I 
feel useless and worthless. I 
was about six weeks preg-
nant when we were street 
homeless in December. 

“We were sleeping in a car 
park on the harbour. It was so 
cold at night.

“I had a miscarriage 
because of all the stress.”

Ryan said, “I want Univer-
sal Credit to stop. 

“I think that now Uni-
versal Credit is coming in 
properly it’s going to get a 
lost worse. It’s going to be a 
nightmare.”

THE WATER is rising for Amber Rudd—how long will the liar last?

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas 
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

BACK STORY
Amber Rudd has 
stumbled from debacle to 
disaster
lShe was forced to resign 
as home secretary after 
she was found to have lied 
over whether the Home 
Office had targets for 
deporting people
lShe was swiftly 
readmitted to Theresa 
May’s cabinet as work and 
pensions minister
lNow her efforts to 
push through the hated 
Universal Credit look to be 
in crisis
lFour single mothers have 
piled on the pressure to 
scrap Tory plans to make 
the poorest pay
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Will no-deal 
Brexit mean 
chaos on the 
Kent coast?   
Politicians warn of backlogs 
and shortages, but can ordinary 
people shape what happens? 
Sadie Robinson investigates

POLITICIANS, BOSSES and 
the press are panicking 

about the prospect of a no-deal 
Brexit. It’s driven by fears that 
leaving the European Union (EU) 
will hit firms’ profits.

If there is no deal reached by 
11pm on 29 March, when Britain 
is due to formally leave the EU, 
 existing agreements will cease 
to apply. These govern customs, 
trade, travel and citizens’ rights.

Because the debate over Brexit 
is dominated by what’s good for 
bosses, the major panic is over 
trade.

What would change if there’s no 
deal?
Currently firms in Britain can move 
goods freely between EU member 
states. They don’t have to make 
any customs import or export 
declarations, or pay import duty. 

Leaving the EU with no deal 
would change this. Bosses fear 
that their profits will be hit.

Alex Veitch from the Freight 
Transport Association said, “The 
EU has erected around itself a 
border for the number of trucks 
that are allowed to enter the EU 
every year from non-EU countries.

“There is a huge risk that if 
there isn’t a deal on this permits 
system there may not be enough 
individual truck passports for 
British companies to use to take 
goods across the border.” EU 

rules impose health and safety 
inspections on food and animal 
products. These must take place 
at designated border inspection 
posts. There are none of these 
currently at Calais.

Firms may have to pay customs 
duty on imports from the EU. 
Customs declarations would be 
needed when goods enter or 
leave Britain. Safety and security 
declarations would need to be 
made.

Bosses fear that the extra 
checks will hold up imports of 
goods into Britain, particularly at 
the port of Dover.

What are the facts about 
Dover?
Around £120 billion worth of 
goods come through Dover each 
year—or 17 percent of the total 
coming into Britain. Dover handles 
up to 10,000 trucks a day.

Much of the cargo coming into 
Dover comes via roll-on roll-off 
ferries, known as Ro-Ro. Dover 
handled 2.9 million units of Ro-Ro 
freight last year, most of which 
was lorries with drivers.

University College London 
research from 2017 detailed the 
possible impact of extra checks 
after Brexit.

It said that extra customs 
checks of up to 40 seconds per 
vehicle would have no impact 
on queuing time for outward 
journeys through Dover.

But delays of 70 seconds per 
truck would lead to a six-day 
tailback. Delays of 80 seconds per 
truck would lead to “no recovery” 
where the “whole country is in a 
traffic jam”.

Is this just ‘project fear’?
There are lots of dire warnings 
about what will happen in the 
event of a no-deal Brexit. For 
instance, one report claimed that 
flights between Britain and the 
EU could be grounded because 
airlines would need permission 

from EU countries to fly to them. 
Others predict food and medicine 
shortages, or price hikes.

But just because something is 
possible, doesn’t mean it is going 
to happen. For example, shouldn’t 
airlines be able to sort out their 
permission agreements before 29 
March?

It’s in the Theresa May’s and the 
bosses’ interests to paint no-deal 
as a disaster because they want to 
push through her deal.

At the same time, it’s true 
that the EU protects the ruling 
classes of its member states—in 
competition with those outside 
it. It wants to punish states that 
leave to deter others from doing 
the same.

So it will try and ensure that 
bosses are better off in it rather 
than out.

The EU is a bosses’ club 
designed to protect business 
and aid the smooth flow of 
profit. Extra regulation governs 
trade between EU and non-EU 
countries.

But laws and rules aren’t 
natural, permanent things. They 
can be changed—or defied.

Will a no-deal Brexit harm 
ordinary people?
It’s understandable that people are 
worried about a no-deal Brexit—
they are being encouraged to 
worry. 

Those Tories who back no-deal 
think it can be a way of letting 
the right do what it has always 
wanted, to fully regulated the 

economy and slash health and 
safety and workers’ rights.

The talk of the possibility of 
food shortages in the fifth richest 
country in the world exposes the 
failings of the system.

It can’t guarantee that people’s 
most basic needs are met—in or 
out of the EU.

A no-deal Brexit will mean 
extra costs for firms. The question 
is who pays. 

Logistics expert Andrew Potter 
said, “Extra costs have to be 
paid somewhere. They either 
get passed on to consumers or 
they hit the profit margins of the 
companies involved.”

There must be a fight to stop 
our rulers using Brexit as an 
excuse to drive through attacks 
on ordinary people. Unions can 
demand that workers don’t lose 
pay or jobs as a result of changes 
to trade agreements.

And we can protest if bosses 
try to raise prices to protect their 

profits. Ruling classes always try 
to make us pay when they are in 
trouble. They use bullying and 
blackmail to try and protect their 
position.

In Greece, the EU and its 
institutions imposed waves of 
harsh cuts despite voters electing 
in a radical government opposed 
to austerity.

If Jeremy Corbyn was elected 
prime minister, those at the 
top would do all they could to 
undermine him. In times of greater 
turmoil, such as a revolutionary 
situation, ruling classes don’t 
flinch at sending in armies to crush 
revolts.

We shouldn’t give into ruling 
class blackmail—we should take 
them on.

Today, the ruling class in Britain 
wants a return to relative stability 
because stability is good for profits.

But capitalist stability isn’t good 
for ordinary people. It means 
ordinary people getting less 
while the rich get richer. Stability 
means a better environment for 
our rulers to get away with their 
attacks on us.

It’s good that the Tories and 
the bosses are in crisis. And it’s 
not our job as socialists to try 
and solve it. We need to fight 
to deepen their crisis, drive out 
the Tories and end their rotten 
system.

The EU wants to 
punish states that 
leave to deter 
others from doing 
the same

‘‘ 

THE GOVERNMENT trialled managing a convoy of Lorries in Kent last week  

Unions can fight if bosses use Brexit 
to attack ordinary people

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas 
reports@socialistworker.co.ukP
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IN BRIEF 

Unite says no to 
Scottish LG deal  
ACTION AGAINST the 
local government pay deal 
in Scotland could be on 
the cards after the Unite 
union announced it is 
recommending rejection of 
the latest offer. 

The proposd deal would 
mean a 3.5 percent rise for 
2018, a 3 percent rise for 2019 
and a further 3 percent in 
2020. 

The union will now hold a 
consultative ballot on the deal 
ending on 29 January. 

Elaine Dougal, Unite 
regional coordinating officer, 
said, “The reality remains that 
even with the slight increase 
for 2018, it still does not 
restore us anywhere close to 
the real-terms pay level from a 
decade ago.”

But the Unison union is 
recommending the deal is 
accepted. 

Ministries face 
series of strikes
WORKERS AT the Ministry of 
Justice and the Department 
for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) plan 
to strike from 21 to 23 January.

BEIS workers, who are in 
the PCS union, will be out on 
the first two days only. 

There is a strike planning 
meeting at the United Voices 
of the World headquarters 
this Saturday. 
lFor more information go to 
bit.ly/Strikemtg

Taxi drivers say the 
bosses must pay
OVER 100 minicab drivers 
protested outside the 
Transport for London (TfL) 
headquarters on Monday. 

They were demanding 
TfL does not remove an 
exemption on them paying 
the congestion charge without 
stipulating it must be paid 
by the employer, not the 
individual driver. 

James Farrar from the 
workers’ United Private Hire 
Drivers organisation—part 
of the IWGB union—said the 
protests would happen every 
Monday “until we get some 
respect”.

Security guards 
want more security
SECURITY GUARDS at 
Goldsmiths College in south 
London have launched a 
campaign to be taken back 
in-house. 

The guards, employed by 
CIS Security Ltd, are members 
of the Independent Workers of 
Great Britain union. 

Suffolk printers set 
for further strike
WORKERS AT printing 
firm CPI William Clowes 
in Beccles, Suffolk, were 
preparing to strike on 
Wednesday this week.

The 75 Unite union 
members plan action against 
the company’s two-year pay 
freeze.

 Strikers say, ‘We want 
  more than crumbs’
by GWEN VARDIGANS 

WORKERS AT Meadow Foods 
at Holme-on-Spalding-Moor, 
East Yorkshire, struck from 
6pm last Saturday to 6pm 
on Tuesday this week.

The Unite union members,  
who produce chocolate crumb, 
condensed milk and many 
dairy products, are fighting 
over pay.   

Unite represents more than 
half of the plant’s  
71 employees.

They returned a 78 percent 
Yes vote to strikes over a 
shoddy 2 percent pay offer.

Workers want a 3.5 pay 
rise to keep up with inflation. 
Meanwhile the firm’s directors 
have pocketed an 82 percent 
increase.

Profits at the factory have 
increased from £10,733,000 in 
2017 to £18,025,000.

Unite regional officer 
Dave Monaghan said, “It’s no 
wonder that our members are 
furious at the huge ‘them and 
us’ disparity between the pay 

of the bosses compared with 
those that actually generate 
the profits.”

The strikers covered the 
pickets for 24 hours a day by a 
shift system.

They were in good spirits 
during the strike. 

It was their first walkout, 
despite many having worked 
there for about three decades. 

Lorries were turned away at 
the gates. A handful of workers 
crossed picket lines and are 
working overtime to maintain 
production.

But ultimately production 
will decline should the strike 
be extended.

The message to 
management is, “Tell us again 
why you can’t afford to pay 
workforce 3.5 percent in line 
with inflation?”

nAROUND 2,500 Unite 
members covered by the 
Offshore Contractors 
Association have accepted 
by three to one a revised pay 
offer 4.8 percent for 2019 
and 4 percent for 2020.

THE CWU union held a rally outside the BT centre in London on Monday to protest at 
the firm’s proposed outsourcing of its facilities services division. The union believes the 
outsourcing represents a mass betrayal of employees                    Picture: cWu union

 Teachers vote on pay fight 
AN INDICATIVE ballot of 
NEU union members for 
action over pay and school 
funding was due to end 
on Friday this week.

Activists were pushing 
right to the last minute to 
win the biggest possible 
vote for action.

Workers are being asked 
to vote for strikes to demand 
a 3.5 percent pay rise for 
all teachers, and for more 
funding for schools.

The vote takes place as 
a new report has exposed 
rising debts in schools. 

The Education Policy 
Institute found that over 
30 percent of secondary 
schools were in deficit 
last year—compared to 
8.1 percent in 2014.

Kevin Courtney, joint 
general secretary of the 
NEU, said the rise is “a 
direct consequence of 
the government’s refusal 
to adequately fund the 
education system”.

“There are 326,000 more 
pupils than there were in 
2015-16 and yet there are 
5,000 fewer teachers and 
10,700 fewer staff over the 
same period,” he said.

“This is a government 
that appears to care 
nothing for the quality of 
education our children and 
young people receive. 

“It is time they listened 
to the headteachers, 
teachers, school staff and 
parents who are saying 
‘enough is enough’.”

TELECOM EDUCATION

Picketing on Monday                             Picture: unite the union

SCHOOLS ROUND-UP

 Battling to beat academies
TEACHERS AT Barclay school 
in Stevenage were set to 
strike on Wednesday this 
week against the school 
becoming an academy. 

The action follows a 
strike in December, and 
NEU union members plan a 
further three-day walkout 
from Tuesday 22 January.

NEU joint general secretary 
Kevin Courtney spoke at a big 
public meeting for parents 
and students last week. 

And over 2,000 people 
have signed a petition against 
the academy plan.

The Future Academies 
Multi-Academy Trust is due to 
take over the school on  
1 February. Workers were told 
the news on the last day of 
term in December.

NEU regional secretary 
for the eastern region Paul 
McLaughlin said this was a 
“cynical and desperate act 
designed to cause maximum 
anxiety and disruption”. 

He said workers were 
prepared to resist the “hostile 
takeover” of the school.

lSend messages of support 
to NEU rep Jill Borcherds at 
jeborcherds@hotmail.com 
and Barhey Singh, divisional 
secretary, at barheysingh@
yahoo.co.uk Go to bit.ly/
HandsOffBarclay for more 
information

nNEU UNION members at 
Galliard Primary School 
in Edmonton, north 
London, were set to strike 
on Thursday this week. 

Workers are fighting 
a plan for the school to 
become an academy along 
with four other schools 
in the area—Wilbury, 
Fleecefield, Raynham and 
Brettenham.

Workers have appealed for 
supporters to join them on 
the picket line.

nTHE FIGHT against forced 
academisation—a meeting 
hosted by the Anti-Academies 
Alliance. Saturday 19 
January, 1-3pm, Wesley 
Hotel (Robin Smith Room), 
Euston St, London NW1 2EZ

FOOD WORKERS

AROUND 70,000 workers 
across 143 universities are 
balloting for strikes over pay 
and conditions. The ballot 
of UCU union members 
ends on 22 February.

Workers are balloting 
after bosses offered a below-
inflation 2 percent pay deal. 

The union said pay in 
higher education has dropped 
by 21 percent in real terms 
since 2009. 

It also wants universities 
to take action on the gender 
pay gap, insecure contracts 
and workloads.

UCU head of policy Matt 
Waddup said that universities 
have “failed to engage” with 
the union and in doing so 
“undermined the credibility 
of national bargaining”.

CAMPAIGN GROUP Solidarity 
with the People of Turkey 
(Spot) is holding its annual 
conference on Saturday  
9 February in London.

It will give an opportunity 
to hear from those who have 
seen and experienced the 
reality of life under president 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s 
authoritarian regime.

Spot will lay out its 
plans for building stronger 
international solidarity and 
call to account both the 
actions of the repressive 
Turkish state and the 
complicity of the British 
government.
lGo to bit.ly/SpotConference 
for details and to register

UCU UNION members at  
16 further education 
colleges in England are 
set to strike over pay.

Bosses have failed to 
make an adequate pay offer.

Fourteen colleges—
Abingdon and Witney, 
Bridgwater and Taunton, City 
of Wolverhampton, Coventry, 
East Sussex, Harlow, Hugh 
Baird, West Thames, Bath, 
Bradford, Croydon, Lambeth, 
New College Swindon and 
Petroc in Devon—will strike 
on 29 and 30 January. Those 
at Leicester will strike on  
29 and 31 January, while 
those at Kendal will 
be out on 29 January 
and 12 February.

UNIVERSITIESTURKEY SOLIDARITY FURTHER EDUCATIONARMS TRADE

Ballot is on Build Turkish 
solidarity 

FE colleges 
are to strike 

Rage at arms bosses’ feast 
EVERY YEAR the arms trade 
holds a fancy dinner at the 
Grosvenor House Hotel in 
London. On 23 January they 
will face a protest from the 
Campaign Against Arms 
Trade. 

The Aerospace, Defence 
and Security dinner will 
bring together arms 
dealers, MPs and military 
personnel to schmooze, swill 
champagne, and feast on 
expensive food. 

At the same time, some 
14 million Yemeni people 
are at risk of famine, starved 
as a result of the Saudi-led 
coalition’s bombing of their 
country. 

Many of the bombs 
are made by the arms 
companies present, and have 

been sold with the support of 
the politicians in attendance. 

The war in Yemen 
has caused the worst 
humanitarian crisis in the 
world. More than 85,000 
children under the age of five 
have died from malnutrition.  

The British government is 
directly involved in causing 
this suffering. 

It has licensed almost 
£5 billion of weaponry to 
the Saudi regime since the 
bombing began in 2015. 

British-made planes 
are dropping British-made 
bombs in Yemen. 
lStop arming Saudi, Wed 
23 Jan, 6.30pm,  Grosvenor 
House Hotel, 86-90 Park Lane, 
London. Nearest tube Marble 
Arch
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TRANSPORT

New strikes added to bus 
timetable in north east
by SARAH BATES

HUNDREDS OF bus drivers in north 
east England are preparing to stage 
another blistering strike against 
poverty pay.

Around 650 workers in Teesside, 
North Yorkshire and County Durham 
struck for seven days last week. 

And the Unite union members 
could walk out for ten days from  
27 January if talks this week don’t 
result in a new deal.

They are fighting for an extra £1 
an hour, backdated from March 2018. 

Workers rejected a previous offer 
of 75p more an hour, paid in four 
instalments over two years. 

This was offered to drivers shortly 
before Christmas, in an effort to get 
a planned seven-day strike from  
16 December called off.

One striker said that drivers were 
“told in training that people are the 
most precious cargo”.

They said, “If that is true then why 
is  someone who is being paid to deliver 
fruit and veg on a higher wage than 
us? It is because those companies value 
their workers more than Arriva does.” 

A vicious war of words has erupted 
over the dispute, with Arriva bosses 
insisting workers are paid at a 
 competitive rate. 

But strikers in Darlington disputed 
their claims.

“They’re paying workers in 
Northumberland much more than us 
but I don’t understand how they can 
justify that as there is no difference 
between the areas,” one said.

The bus strikes caused travel chaos 
across the County Durham region and 
beyond, and emergency timetables 
have been staffed by scab drivers.

Hundreds of drivers turned out on 
the picket lines. Drivers picketed in 
shifts and received solidarity from 
other trade unionists and local resi-
dents. In Redcar local cafes offered 
strikers free hot drinks and one 

person brought a sack of potatoes to 
the picket line.

The company operated a “contin-
gency bus service” during the strike 
and buses were free to all passengers.

And Arriva North East’s Nick Knox 
complained that drivers’ action could 
cause “long-term damage” to the 
firm. Fresh talks from Thursday of 
this week could lead to a new deal. 

Bob Bolam, Unite regional officer 
said, “We will be entering into these 
talks in a constructive and positive 
frame of mind. 

“We have had excellent solidar-
ity from our members during this 
week’s strike and they were especially 
 heartened by the support shown by 
their local communities.”
Thanks to Geoff Kerr-Morgan

CIVIL SERVICE

PCS union activists across Britain to 
meet for briefings on smashing low pay
CIVIL SERVICE workers 
were set to gather this 
week for a series of rallies 
and briefings on their PCS 
union’s campaign against 
low pay.

Activists are gearing 
up for a possible ballot for 
industrial action this year, 
demanding an end to more 
than a decade of a pay 
freeze. 

The Tories have held 
pay rises for workers in 
government departments 
at just 1 percent—well 
below inflation, meaning an 
effective pay cut.

The PCS is demanding a 
pay increase for all workers 
of between 8 and 10 
percent. It also wants a £10 
an hour living wage—£11.55 
in London—and national 

bargaining across the civil 
service. A strike ballot over 
pay last year saw more than 
86 percent of those who 
took part vote in favour of 
strikes. 

But the ballot failed to 
meet the 50 percent turnout 
threshold demanded by Tory 
anti-union laws.

The briefings must 
be used as a chance to 
organise activists around 
preparing for a ballot, and 
building and strengthening 
the union.
lGo to bit.ly/PCSbriefings to 
find an event near you.

nSOCIALIST Worker 
supporters are backing 
Stella Dennis to be the 
Left Unity candidate for 
the PCS union’s assistant 

general secretary (AGS).
Dennis is standing in 

the election to win Left 
Unity’s backing against 
incumbent AGS Chris Baugh. 

The election is being 
re-run after Janice Godrich, 
who beat Baugh in the 
previous election, stood 
down due to illness.

Socialist View—
the grouping that 
backs Dennis—said 
she is the candidate 
linked to a strategy 
for a unified national 
campaign over pay. 

Baugh has argued for 
disaggregated ballots with 
separate demands in the 
different PCS sectors.

Read the Socialist View 
statement at  
bit.ly/SupportDennis

VICTIMISATION

Meeting will demand Karen 
Reissmann is reinstated
SUPPORTERS OF the 
Reinstate Karen Reissmann 
campaign were set to 
hold a public meeting in 
Manchester this Saturday.

Karen, a health worker 
in Bolton in Greater 
Manchester, was suspended 
from the Unison union’s 
national executive and 
health service group 
executive committees. 

She was a leading critic 
of the NHS pay deal the 
leaderships of  
13 health unions mis-sold 
to their members.

A statement initiated by 
Unison members said, “We 
are opposed to disciplinary 
action being threatened or 
instigated against individuals 
or branches for simply 
expressing a different view 
from the national leadership.

“Unison needs healthy 

debate, not the silencing 
of opposing views.

“If Karen is suspended for 
having views different to that 
of the national leadership, 
her suspension should 
be immediately lifted.”

The suspension of Karen 
is an attack on democracy.
lCampaign meeting Sat  
19 Jan, Mechanics Institute, 
103 Pricness St, Manchester, 
M1 6DD.

THE PICKET line at the Arriva bus depot in Durham Picture: unite neYH

FIGHTING THE CUTS

MORE THAN 200 people met 
in Glasgow on Tuesday of 
last week following reports 
that the Scottish National 
Party-run city council was 
considering closing the 
Whitehill swimming pool.

SNP councillor Allan Casey 
was booed when he suggested 
he might vote for closure 
if the choice was between 
closing the pool or a school. 

Activists resolved to call 
a mass meeting to launch a 
campaign to save the pool.
Mark Brown

SCOTLAND

>>Continued from page 20
cancelled this scheduled 
meeting.

The EIS has given notice of 
three further days of strikes 
on Tuesday 5 February, 
Wednesday 6 March and 
Thursday 21 March.

There is a potential for 
action by school teachers over 
pay as well. The EIS council 
last Saturday decided to give 
formal notice to employers of a 
strike ballot of school teachers 
later this month. EIS general 
secretary Larry Flanagan said, 
“Teachers’ patience is now 
exhausted. We are prepared to 
take strike action.”

Around 30,000 school 
teachers—out of a workforce 
of around 50,000—marched in 
Glasgow last year in what was 
one of the biggest single union 
marches in Scotland ever. 

They then voted by  
98 percent on a 74 percent 
turnout in an indicative ballot 
to reject a pay offer which 
would have seen rises heading 
towards 5 percent.

Teachers are demanding a 
rise of 10 percent to partially 
make up for a cut of  
24 percent since 2008.

School teachers will need 
to make sure that they are 
not fobbed off by offers in the 
pipeline that will fail to meet 
their justified demands.

The union leaders will need 
to be pushed to ensure that 
the strength of feeling that 
campaigning has created in 
schools, is not wasted. 

And if there are strikes 
they will need to be ambitious 
enough to break through the 
resistance of the employers 
and bring success.

There is a wider feeling 
over pay. The Unite union 
announced last week it is 
recommending rejection 
of the pay offer in Scottish 
local government, but 
Unison leaders are calling for 
acceptance.

Action by lecturers and 
school teachers together 
could really shake the Scottish 
government and be an 
inspiration to others.

Karen Reissmann 
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 STRIKERS TAKE  
 TO THE STREETS
ST R I K I N G  h o m e ca re  
workers in Birmingham are 
taking their fight against the 
Labour-run council to the 
city’s residents. 

The Unison union mem-
bers are fighting council 
bosses’ £2 million cuts pack-
age that would slash their 
hours and pay and prise open 
their service to privatisation.

They knocked on hundreds 
of doors in deputy council 
leader Brigid Jones’s ward 
in Selly Oak during their  
walkout last Sunday.

Unison member Helen told 
Socialist Worker they had 
“found a lot of support” with 
people signing their letters 
of protest. “Everyone loves 
our service,” she said. “A lot 
of the care in Birmingham is 
private and it’s not the same.” 

The 280-strong home care 
enablement team is a free, 
council-run service that helps 
people live independently in 
the first six weeks after they 
leave hospital. 

Firefighters
Around 100 home carers 
and their supporters, includ-
ing Labour members and 
uniformed FBU firefighters’ 
union members, were out 

last Sunday. The workers 
received so much support 
from shoppers at the local 
Co-op they ran out of leaflets 
and letters within minutes. 

The home care workers 
are determined to keep up 
the fight after over 45 days 
of strikes in their 18-month 
long dispute. Helen said, 

“I’ve worked in the service 
for 30 years and this is the 
most drastic action that we’ve 
taken over cuts.”

She added, “Eighteen 
months is a long time and 
we want it to stop, but we are 
very, very determined.” 

Before Christmas the 
Unison members voted 

overwhelmingly for more 
strikes. They voted to strike 
by 97 percent on a turnout 
of 73 percent—a better result 
than in both of their  previous 
ballots. 

Sam, another Unison 
member, told Social ist 
Worker she felt they had no 
choice but to keep up their 

fight. “It would be devastat-
ing if the cuts went through,” 
she said. “It would leave me 
penniless and I’d have to get 
a private job.

“We are determined 
because these are our 
livelihoods.” 

The workers were set to 
walk out on Wednesday and 

Saturday of this week, and 
on 25 and 26 of January. 

Every trade unionist 
should build for their fight 
support and trade unionists 
in the West Midlands should 
join them on campaigning 
days. 

National
And national Unison  leaders 
should give the striking 
women their full backing.

If the council pushes 
through this attack, it will 
use it as a precedent to 
go after other groups of 
 workers. There is potential 
for a fight alongside other 
workers.

Around 300 bin workers 
in the Unite union are on 
a work to rule and 30 bin 
workers in the Unison union 
have now voted to join the 
action. 

The two workforces strik-
ing together against the 
council would be a powerful 
form of resistance. 
Workers’ names have been 
changed

CARE STRIKERS leafletting in Selly Oak, Birmingham                                                                                        Picture: SocialiSt Worker

 Complaints from Labour won’t stop campaigning
HOME CARE workers are 
furious at hypocritical 
allegations of sexism 
made by the Birmingham 
City Council. 

Councillors complained 
that female councillors 
were being targeted 
by campaigners.

But it is the council 
that is attacking an 
overwhelmingly low‑paid, 
women workforce.

The Unison West 
Midlands region said, 
“We had feedback that 
some in the Birmingham 
Labour Group think it is 
wrong to hold women 
councillors to account, 
or that it is some 
type of gender‑based 
campaigning.” 

Home care worker 

Helen told Socialist 
Worker that such claims 
were “just ridiculous”.  

“We’re campaigning 
in their wards because 
of what they’re 
doing,” she said. 

Unison sent a letter 

to the council signed 
by four of the region’s 
senior lay officials, all 
of them women. 

They are regional 
convenor Jenny 
Forbes‑Reid and assistant 
regional convenors Dawn 

Downs, Amelia Rout 
and Sue Brealey. 

It said, “We resent the 
implication from some 
in the cabinet that any 
male Unison official could 
force our low‑paid women 
members to do something 
they wouldn’t want to do. 

Surprised
“When women politicians 
take the decision to 
cut the pay of low‑paid 
women they should not 
be surprised when these 
low‑paid women want to 
hold them to account.”

It is another sign 
of how desperate the 
Labour council is to 
discredit the home care 
workers and ram through 
its terrible attacks. 

College strike in Scotland
FURTHER education 
lecturers across 
Scotland were set to 
strike on Wednesday 
this week over pay.

The members of the 
EIS union had voted by 
90 percent for action on 
a 52 percent turnout.  

The employers hoped 
to claw something back 
after lecturers’ all-out 
action in 2017 won equal 
pay across the sector.

Managers argue 
lecturers deserve much 
less than the cost of 
living rises they have 
taken for themselves. The 
employers’ offer is a “rise” 
of just 2.5 percent spread 
over three years—far less 
than anticipated inflation 

and therefore a pay cut.
Bosses in Colleges 

Scotland had refused to 
meet with EIS negotiators 
until after the first strike 
day—and then on Monday
>>Continued on page 19

More online
For more on the strike, go to  
www.socialistworker.co.uk

Birmingham councillors are making hypocritical allegations

Striking in 2017
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